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POUER INVADES PULSE With the final Harry Potter 
^-^ '    ^*£±.        installment hitting theaters this week- 
THE BG NEWS 
end. The PULSE, on Page 6, is com- 
letely devoted to the bov who lived. 
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CAMPUS 
BRIEF 
University gymnast dted for 
underage alcohol possession 
University gymnast Leah Miko was cited for 
underage alcohol possession Jury 9. 
Authorities were called to a 'loud, 
large" house party at 821 2nd Street 
Friday night where 19-year-old Miko was 
observed holding an open container 
When Miko spotted the authorities, she 
attempted to put down her beverage and 
walk away, according to a police report. 
A court date has not yet been scheduled, 
according to Bowling Green Municipal Court. 
Leah 
Miko 
Gymnast cited 
for underage 
alcohol possession 
Miko competed mostly on the beams and 
vault as a freshman on the gymnastics team 
this past season. She scored a season-best 
9.550 on the beams in a loss at Northern 
Illinois in January. 
"We're aware of the situation regarding 
Leah, and we will handle the matter inter- 
nally," said Dave Meyer, assistant director for 
athletic communications. 
Miko and gymnastics coach Kerrie Beach 
could not be reached to comment on the citation 
BG(SU) SERIES | PART2OF 3 What would Bowling Green be like without the University? Take a closer look at the 
origin of the University and how it has affected the community. 
University entices local businesses 
Downtown Bowling Green thrives because of student, staff patronage 
By Bobby Waddb 
In Focus Editor 
With its close proximity to cam- 
pus, downtown area businesses 
are fueled by students and faculty 
from the University. 
Barbara Kul,mil. executive direc- 
tor of the Downtown Bowling Green 
Organization, said the down- 
town area's business is positively 
affected by events put on by the 
University and its events and orga- 
nizations, such as Martin Luther 
King Challenge Day. 
"We believe that the downtown 
helps make a favorable impres- 
sion on prospective students and 
their families," Ruland said. "The 
University schedule has a definite 
impact on business." 
Floyd Craft looked at the town 
as a place to set up several of his 
businesses: Ben Franklin Crafts and 
Frames, For Keeps gift shop, The 
See BUSINESSES | Page 2 
CRUISERS 
Guests gather for annual Classics on Main Car Show 
BYRON MACK   I PHOTO EDIIOH 
ERIC LARSON, his wife Cindy and daughter Allie peek under the hood of a Ford Cobra Saturday afternoon. 
By Bobby Waddl* 
In Focus Editor 
The sound of music spanning five 
decades filled the 90 degree air, and 
citizens filled Main Street to travel 
through time at Saturday's 10th annu- 
al Classics on Main Car Show. 
An estimated 3,000 guests flocked to 
Main Street to view the 306 registered 
cars for the largest judged car show in 
Northwest Ohio, said Barbara Ruland, 
executive director of the Downtown 
Bowling Green Organization. 
While 306 is not the largest number 
of cars ever registered for the show, 
Ruland said registration consistently 
stays around that number as the own- 
ers annually compete for 54 trophies, 
11 of which are people's choice awards. 
The best of show award went to a 1955 
Cadillac Coupe DeVille, Ruland said. 
"People look forward to it and the 
whole community pulls together to 
put it on." Ruland said. "It brings peo- 
ple to the downtown, so they get to 
see what the downtown has to offer. It 
sort of puts Bowling Green on people's 
radar who might not otherwise know 
about our town." 
The event draws people from the 
Northwest Ohio region, and head 
judge )eff Snook said people come from 
many places, including Michigan, to 
show off their cars. 
"They get to see Bowling Green 
and see what a nice little down- 
town we have, which is still pretty 
vibrant compared to a lot of small 
towns," Snook said. 
Brandon Bower, a student at the 
University, said there was 50 years 
worth of cars in the show. He came to 
view his father's own entry in the show. 
"It's like a good piece of America," 
Bower said. "(It's] a good place to 
See CARS | Page 2 
Verizon Wireless ends unlimited data plans 
By Brian Botrart 
Reporter 
Any student looking to take advan- 
tage ofVerizon's unlimited data plans 
may need to find a time machine. 
As of July 7, Verizon Wireless cut 
all unlimited data packages for its 
smartphones due to large amounts 
of data usage. Students must now 
choose one of four new pricing plans 
instead of paying one flat rate of $30 
a month for the unlimited package. 
Customers can now choose 
between the current pricing plans 
of: $30 a month for two gigs, $50 a 
month for five gigs and $80 a month 
for 10 gigs, according to the Verizon 
Wireless website. For those using less 
than the two gigs, there is also a $10 
a month plan for 75 megabytes of 
space. 
"What we're seeing is about 95 
percent of our customers don't 
even come close to using two 
gigabytes a month," said Laura 
Merriti, public relations manager 
for Verizon Wireless. 
As a result, this new plan was cre- 
ated to let the customers pay only for 
what they will use and nothing more. 
"What we did was streamline our 
data plans to provide usage-based 
"... current customers did not lose the 
unlimited smartphone plans. They will 
still have them even if they upgrade to a 
different smartphone in the future." 
Laura Merritt | Public Relations Manager for Verizon Wireless 
options," Merritt said. "Basically, 
what it means to the average cus- 
tomer is not a significant difference 
mi their bill. 
"We don't want our customers to 
go over on their plans," Merritt said. 
"That makes for unhappy people and 
we want our customers to be happy. 
So our text alert program gives cus- 
tomers plenty of warning." 
Along with the text alerts, cus- 
tomers can also utilize other data 
tracking features from their My 
Verizon account on the Verizon 
Wireless website. 
If customers decide to either add 
more space or drop down to a lower 
plan, there is no financial penalty, 
Merritt said. 
While this may not seem like much 
of a difference to Merritt, she began 
seeing current Verizon customers 
voicing concern about the change 
on social media sites like Facebook 
and Twitter; but she said there is no 
need to worry. 
"I began seeing a lot of concern 
on social media," Merritt said. "I 
saw a lot of tweets from people 
concerned about whether or not 
this will affect them. And, I do have 
to say, current customers did not 
lose the unlimited smartphone 
plans. They will still have them 
even if they upgrade to a different 
smartphone in the future." 
However, that is not putting 
everyone at ease. 
University student Reece Potter 
said he has had problems with 
Verizon since switching from AT&T 
and this latest change just adds to 
his frustration. 
"I had a Blackberry through 
AT&T and I loved it," Potter said. 
"But Verizon just keeps making 
See WIRELESS | Page 2 
BUILDING MUSCLE 
BYRON MACK  I PHOTO EDITC* 
BRYAN GERBER. graduate sports administration student, reps out squats Tuesday afternoon 
Gerber works out at the Rec three to four days a week. 
FORUM SPORTS 
Owners crutsin' on Main 
The 10th Annual Classics on Main Car 
Show took place Saturday. Car owners 
competed for several awards and 
trophies See photos | Page 5 
Pride 9°es before a nH 
Forum Editor Stephan Reed covers pride in 
schools and in the nation. He argues that 
respect for organizations and entities we 
belong to make them stronger | Page 4 
C0M9S hockey shifts conferences 
The Falcons' hockey conference was weakened 
after three Big Ten teams left the CCHH during 
the spring. Miami announced leaving the 
Conference last weekend | Page 8 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
Where do you spend the most money in Bowling 
Green?
 CODYCROCKETT 
Grad Student, Physical 
Therapy 
"Gas for commuting and alcohol at 
the bars" | Pag* 4 
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BLOTTER 
FRI..JULY8 
1258 AM 
Lonnie James Carrier, 21. of 
Bradner. Ohio, was cited for posses- 
sion of marijuana and possession of 
drug paraphernalia within the 200 
block of N. Main St. 
1:58 A.M. 
Mitchell S. Perez. 23, of Weston. 
Ohio, was cited for disorderly con- 
duct/urinating in public within the 
300 block of N. Main St 
3:03 A.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time between 8 p.m. and 3 a.m. 
unknown person(s) put a dent in 
the hood and broke the windshield 
of a vehicle within the 700 block of 
E. Napoleon Road. Damage is esti- 
mated at $1,000. 
4:08 A.M. 
An officer reported that a concrete 
block was thrown through the front 
door at the AT&T store within the 
1000 block of N. Main St. 
3:14 A.M. 
Freddie C. Simmons IV, 21, of 
Bowling Green, was arrested within 
the 900 block of Klotz Road for 
tampering with records, falsifica- 
tion, carrying a concealed weapon, 
driving under suspended license, 
marked lanes violation and failure 
to yield right of way from a private 
drive. He was transported to the 
Wood County Justice Center. 
6:05 P.M. 
A complainant reported that her 
locked apartment had been entered 
while she was out that day Some 
papers were out of place, nothing 
else was bothered and there were 
no signs of forced entry. Nothing 
appeared to be taken. Neighbors 
did not see any abnormal activity in 
the area within the 400 block of S. 
Grove Court. 
SAT., JULY 9 
1:14 A.M. 
Matthew V Morrison. 20. of 
Perrysburg. was arrested for under- 
age under the influence of alcohol 
and falsification within the 100 block 
of N. Prospect St. 
Alen Lamar Smith Jr.. 18. of Detroit, 
was cited for falsification and underage 
under the influence of alcohol within 
the 100 block of N Prospect St. 
Alan Mykel Greason, 20. of 
Detroit, was cited for falsifica- 
tion, underage under the influ- 
ence of alcohol and expired 
operator's license within the 100 
block of N. Prospect St. 
2:34 A.M. 
Ricardo. Cardenas Jr.. 24. of 
Bowling Green, was cited 
for disorderly conduct/fight- 
ing within the 100 block of N. 
Prospect St. 
2:41 A.M. 
Amber D. Eisen. 20. of 
Lewisburg, Ohio, was arrested 
within the 300 block of E. 
Wooster St. for assault and 
underage under the influence 
of alcohol. She was taken to the 
Wood County Justice Center. 
2:54 A.M. 
Ricardo Cardenas Jr.. 24. of 
Walbridge. Ohio, was arrested 
for disorderly conduct with per- 
sistence, criminal trespass and 
menacing within the 300 block 
of E. Wooster St. He was trans- 
ported to the Wood County 
Justice Center 
A complainant reported that he 
was exiting Sky Bar when he was 
struck by an unknown person 
described as a black man wear- 
ing a white shirt, jeans and a 
blue hat. The complainant sus- 
tained an injury to his mouth. 
3:09 A.M. 
A complainant reported that 
unknown subject(s) entered 
an unlocked door within the 
500 block of S. College Drive 
between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m. and 
took a Raymond Weil watch 
valued at $1,600 and three wall 
posters valued at $10 each. 
9:45 A.M. 
A complainant reported 
that sometime after 3 a.m. a 
PlayStation 3 came up miss- 
ing within the 200 block of E. 
Wooster St. 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
k ONLINE: Go to bgviews com for the complete blotter list 
CARS 
From Page 1 
socialize and meet other people 
land] brings a lot of car advocates 
together." 
One of the car aficionados, Louie 
Wueller from Toledo, has been 
competing in car shows for 21 
years. The Classics on Main show 
was his sixth show of the year and 
the first time he competed in this 
show, which he found to be "nice" 
and "very organized." 
Wueller's entry was a 1930 Model 
A Ford Town Sedan with a 40 horse 
power engine. It took him 15 yeais 
of off and on work to restore it to its 
current condition. 
"This car is 100 percent original," 
Wueller said. "If somebody takes 
care of this car, it will be here for 
another 100 years." 
Wueller's hobby of car collecting 
began around 1950, but his collec- 
tion did not begin in earnest until 
1978 when his children were out of 
college. He emphasized his love for 
the pre-World War II models of Ford, 
Chrysler and General Motors, and 
how the process of restoring his cars, 
which are 95 percent finished when 
he buys them, needs to fueled by a 
love of the cars. 
"You get peace of mind, you have 
a hobby... you just make the most of 
it, you hope for the best and the best 
comes to you," Wueller said. 
While Wueller's car did not win 
any awards on Saturday (he was reg- 
istered in the 1930s car category), he 
said that he still had a good day. 
"lust to get up and go at my age, it's 
wonderful ... it just makes me fed 
younger," Wueller said. "I just enjoy 
it, it's my life. I just enjoy these cars." 
Ruland said she admires the 
care people put into restoring 
the cars, and said the down- 
town's historic design "fits hand 
in glove" with the cars. 
"The styling is so evocative of the 
era they're from," Ruland said. "Car 
design is just another reflection of 
where we are as a society." 
CITY 
BRIEF 
Wheat field catches fire 
in Plain Township 
A fire burned its way through roughly live 
acres ol a wheat stubble field alter a piece 
of hot farm machinery driving over the field 
sparked the blaze July 6. 
Kramer Road in Plain Township was 
blocked during the lirefighting process, said 
Central Joint Fire District Lt. Sue Gavron. 
The Wood County Sheriff's department was 
notified at 7:54 pm, and the CJFD responded 
It is a volunteer department covering Liberty. 
Portage and part ol Plain townships along with 
the village of Portage 
The CJFD used a dozen personnel, three 
vehicles and 2500 gallons of water to contain 
the field fire in the span of an hour. 
The fire started in the middle of the field 
and because the farmer had taken the first 
cut of wheat off of the field, the property did 
not lose "thousands and thousands of dollars." 
Gavron said. 
BYRON M»CK  | PHOTO EDITOR 
Gavron said it was important to stop the fire 
before it spread to a nearby cornfield where 
crops were still growing and said that winds 
could have caused the lire to spread to tele- 
phone poles and a bean field as well. 
The combination of the hot vehicle and 
dry conditions of the field are fairly common 
causes of field fires, Gavron said. 
"It was not set. it was not intentional, it's 
just one of the hazards of the wheat harvest." 
Gavron said. "This is probably not going to be 
the last one that we have ol these." 
TOHI VANDYKE, City Tap bar lender, shares a laugh with customer Darci Sykes Tuesday afternoon. 
BUSINESSES 
From Page 1 
Busy Thimble quilt shop and 
Ace Hardware. 
Craft credited the University as a 
major reason for setting up shop in 
the city. He said a university town's 
economy, though it can have ups and 
downs, is often more stable than the 
economy in a factory town. 
"When I came to look at the town, 
the University was really the selling 
point," Craft said. 
While student traffic decreased in 
the last decade, Craft said his busi- 
nesses still enjoy interacting with the 
students who come. 
"Once we can get students... into 
the stores, then we get them back," 
Craft said. "It's not unusual to talk to 
somebody that's been in the store, 
and it's the first time they're here and 
they're seniors." 
To draw more students to the busi- 
ness, Ben Franklin is going to work 
with Campus Cash through the 
University email system. 
Craft said many parents and 
grandparents of students who come 
and visit the downtown come to the 
stores and credits the downtown's 
atmosphere for attracting business, 
as well as other businesses and the 
city government's efforts to create it. 
"It's unusual to have a downtown 
that's as active |as Bowling Green], 
and we've worked really hard to keep 
it that way," Craft said. 
The stores also get considerable 
support from the University facul- 
ty, particularly with the art depart- 
ment and the athletic department, 
as well as the recreation center 
utilizing Ace Hardware for main- 
tenance purposes. 
Ben Franklin does the majority of 
the framing for the athletic depart- 
ment and can perform the job in 
a day's time in the store. The store 
also does considerable business 
with party supplies and stocking 
the University's orange and brown 
colors for events. 
Students still frequently work in 
Craft's businesses, and other down- 
town businesses utilize the employ- 
ment and business of students. 
Brandon Kaufman, assistant 
manager at City Tap and The Attic, 
said University students are a major 
source of income for the bars. 
"Our business wouldn't be any- 
where near the same if we didn't have 
the campus here," Kaufman said. 
"That's why we have so many bars 
downtown because there's enough 
people to go around to be able to 
keep all of the businesses alive." 
While Kaufman said City Tap still 
makes money during the summer, 
he said there is a slight decrease of 
customers at the late night bar, and 
BYRON MACK  I PHOIO EDITOR 
there was a sizable drop in business 
at the restaurant for the first two to 
three weeks of summer, but now the 
restaurant numbers are nearing the 
school year level again. 
Kaufman said relatively older 
patrons from town help the place to 
stay afloat in the summer months. 
"If business was like it is in the 
summertime year-round, I can guar- 
antee there wouldn't be as many bars 
downtown," Kaufman said. 
Older patrons from the 
University also come downtown, 
lohn Gardner, bar manager at 
S,mill's Restaurant, said teach- 
ers and administrators come in, 
sometimes for business meetings. 
The restaurant also allows 
students to use their BGI cards 
and over half of the employees 
are students. 
Gardner said the restaurant 
would not have the same level of 
success without the University, but 
he also credits the city itself for 
keeping the street clean, water- 
ing plants and holding downtown 
events to attract people. 
Craft said that the majority of the 
restaurants downtown are inde- 
pendently owned, and Gardner 
said that SamB's is one of them. 
"You can go any place and get 
a chain restaurant," Craft said. 
"We're unique. We have a lot of 
local restaurants." 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good locations] 
Available for 20U-2012 
• We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price. 
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included. 
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office. 
WE HAVE UNITS  READY  FOR  IMMEDIATE  OCCUPANCY) 
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On** H. 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH 
Located Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
ours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
?%22S 
Did You Know.. 
When an adult 
Lion roars, it 
can be heard 
up to 5 miles 
away! 
WIRELESS 
From Page 1 
my experience with them worse 
and worse." 
Potter, who had Verizon for a lit- 
tle over two years, said he origi- 
nally had a contract with AT&T but 
switched when his father discovered 
Verizon was cheaper. Now that his 
family's plan is changing and their 
bill is increasing, he said it is becom- 
ing a decision both he and the rest of 
his family are beginning to regret. 
"It doesn't make sense," Potter 
said. "Why would you take your big- 
gest selling point and screw it up? 
Verizon is now more expensive than 
AT&T, the company we switched 
from in the first place." 
While Verizon is the latest carrier 
to join AT&T in eliminating unlim- 
ited data from the pricing lineup, 
Sprint and T-Mobile continue to 
offer the service to all customers 
with eligible smart phones, accord- 
ing to their websites. 
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FORUM "I had a Blackberry through AT&T and I loved it, but Verizon just keeps making my experience with them worse and worse." 
- University student Reece Pbtter on Verizon cutting unlimited data packages [see story, pg. 1], Wednesday. July 13, Mil 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
r* "The cinema and taxis.' 
FAWAZ 
ALKHALDI. 
Freshman, 
Chemical Engineering 
Where do you spend the most money in Bowling Green? 
■Wendy's" "I buy clothes at 
the bookstore." 
KAILA TAYLOR, 
Senior, 
Biology Nuclear 
Medicine 
JORDAN 
LEHMAN, 
Senior. 
8k)logy Pre-med 
"Walmartandthe 
mai" 
MOHAMMED 
ABUKHALIL. 
Senior, 
Finance 
k VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion tor 
a question? Give us your 
feedbackatbgnews.com 
Pride for America, 
University has fallen 
Throughout the past few 
years, I have noticed a seri- 
ous decline of school and 
American pride. 
Honestly, when did it 
become cool to hate some- 
thing you are a part of? 
In high school, I remem- 
ber hearing people rip on 
everything from the basket- 
ball team to where teach- 
ers went to college. When 
I came to the University, it 
didn't seem to change. 
During my two years here, 
I have really only noticed one 
rivalry, which is ours against 
Toledo, aka the Battle of 1-75. 
I wish there was more to 
this rivalry. People here get 
pumped for the Ohio State/ 
Michigan rivalry game every 
year, why can't t hey get jazzed 
up for the game which is basi- 
cally played in our backyard? 
I understand our football 
team's winning percentage 
hasn't been the greatest, but 
they are not the only team 
we have. In fact, we have a 
womens basketball team and 
a mens rugby team who seem 
to dominate, but they don't 
get much attention. Students 
should be representing these 
teams instead of dissing our 
football team. 
On a larger scale, what hap- 
pened to national pride? 
I hear people talk bad 
about the United States all 
the time, but your ability to 
"talk crap'' is something you 
could be proud of. 
1 was at a sporting event 
recently where the announc- 
ers acknowledged everyone 
who had served in the armed 
forces before the National 
Anthem was sung. I could see 
J«REED| HO 
Famous quotes are not 
suitable for evidence 
^^^MATHEW DAVOLI 
There is something very wrong 
about our national politics. 
And no, 1 am not talking about 
the partisan divide between 
the left and right. 
On the contrary, I am actu- 
ally concerned about a partic- 
ular issue that unites many on 
both sides of the aisle. What 1 
am speaking of is the religious 
reverence held for the found- 
ing fathers by many on both 
the left and right. 
The words, "If you over 
esteem great men, people 
become powerless," may be 
a very old Chinese proverb, 
but it is also very relevant to 
America today. 
One can bear witness to 
many offering their own 
opinions and originality as a 
burnt sacrifice upon the alter 
of the icons on the back of the 
two dollar bill. 
For many, issues of gover- 
nance and public policy have 
already been decided on and 
decreed by these godmen. 
With this sentiment, policy 
debates quickly devolve into a 
contest of who can quote best. 
I am sure you have heard 
such bickering yourself. Such 
as: "lefferson said this!" "No! 
Jefferson said this!" "No! You 
take Jefferson out of context!" 
"No! Jefferson meant this and 
this!" "No! You clearly never 
read Jefferson saying this, this, 
and this!..." 
It doesn't matter if what 
Jefferson said was right or if 
it's really the best approach for 
the matter at hand. What mat- 
ters for far too many is what 
he and other founding fathers 
said, and that's all. 
We see this take affect about 
more contemporary American 
figures as well, such as an MLK 
or a Reagan. 
Far too often I have heard 
a speaker invoking the name 
SeeDAVOLI|PagelO 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column Of 
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the 
editor: 
■ Email us at thenewstt'bcjnews.com. 
■ Call us at 419-572-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this 
page 
#CaseyAnthonyVerdict 
MAXFIIBV I FDITOR IN CHIEF 
interesting answers 
make iob easier 
Have you ever asked a per- 
son a really stupid question 
and had them give you an 
awkward glare? 
Imagine having to go 
up to five random people 
you don't know and ask- 
ing them that question. Oh 
and you have to take their 
picture too. 
Before this summer, 
photographers were the 
staff members who had 
the honor to take photos 
for People on the Street in 
The BG News. People on the 
Street was the worst part of 
being a photographer for 
The News this past year. 
I would always get the 
people who just wouldn't 
participate and the excuses 
meant I had to find another 
person who would probably 
turn me down like they just 
did. I would have people 
give me an answer but not 
want me to take their pic- 
ture. I can't use your answer 
if I can't take your picture, 
it's really not that big of a 
deal. It's tiny and black and 
white—unless I really like 
your answer. 
If you are that special per- 
son then you make it to the 
front page, you should be 
excited. 
There are also the people 
who just stare at the pho- 
tographer because you are 
interrupting whatever very 
important task they are in 
the middle of (sipping a 
smoothie from Jamba Juice, 
talking about last weekend 
with friends, really impor- 
tant stuff). 
Seriously, you can take 
two seconds to answer 
the question. 
Then there are those peo- 
ple who can't think of an 
answer. If you can't think of 
a short answer for the easi- 
est questions you could pos- 
sibly be asked, what are you 
doing in college? 
All you have to do is just 
think and say whatever 
you want and there's your 
answer. You should be 
happy I chose you for People 
on the Street. I mean, it's 
obviously awesome. 
There are some people 
who are very nice and 
answer the question and 
let me take their photo; 
these are the people 1 
like. You made my life so 
much easier. 
Some of the questions are 
really fun to answer. It's fun 
when people give interest- 
ing answers. 
People on the Street was 
always the most annoying 
thing 1 had to do as a pho- 
tographer. Luckily, it's the 
Forum Editor's chore now. 
Respond to Lauren at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Anthony case was 
reality television 
Casey Anthony is scheduled 
to walk out of Orange County 
Jail this Sunday and every- 
one knows it. 
The Florida v. Casey 
Anthony case is being called 
the biggest court story since 
the 1995 trial of 0. J. Simpson. 
It's also been dubbed "the 
social networking trial of the 
century." Ninety-one per- 
cent of the television viewing 
audience was tuned to the 
verdict, according to records, 
One study went as far to 
say the U.S. industry lost $25 
billion as workers stopped 
what they were doing to 
hear Casey's fate. 
Talk about a costly verdict. 
America has been capti- 
vated by the story of Casey 
Anthony since her daughter 
disappeared nearly three 
years ago. Caylee Anthony 
was reported missing by her 
grandmother July 15, 2008. 
The twist is that Caylee had 
been gone for 31 days. We 
can gather from pictures 
that Casey was apparently 
too busy clubbing and par- 
ticipating in a "hard body" 
contest to alert the authori- 
ties of her missing child. 
Caylee's skeleton was found 
Dec. 11,2008. 
Casey was indicted on 
charges of first-degree mur- 
der. She faced the death 
penalty. America watched 
nightly as the prosecution 
presented evidence includ- 
ing strange Internet search- 
es, a bullet shell found in 
Anthony's home, and 9-1-1 
phone calls. The evidence 
pointed to—but wasn't 
enough to incriminate— 
Casey Anthony. 
It all culminated July 5 as 
142 million people either lis- 
tened to the radio or watched 
the verdict unfold on their 
TV screens. Two words reso- 
nated across media outlets 
nationwide: "Not guilty." 
But why did every- 
one watch? Why is 
America so captivated 
by Casey Anthony? 
Moms say it's because a 
young child was killed; they 
want justice. 
More than 8 million 
children die yearly across 
the world. They are raped, 
murdered, starved, dis- 
eased, etc. People never 
spend this much time 
discussing dead children, 
much less one single case. 
It's not the death of beau- 
tiful Caylee that makes 
this trial newsworthy. It's 
her mother who mesmer- 
izes viewers. It's sick, and it's 
wrong. But It's true. We watch 
Casey because she is not the 
typical freak show who usu- 
ally kills children. Casey 
Anthony is a pretty gut And 
SeeKEILHOLZ|PagelO 
I* FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU! TOP NEWS STORIES The site is updated dairy with stories from the 
paper and online extras. 
BLOGGING 
Check out the sports 
bioq for the latest in BG 
athletics. 
ARCHIVES 
Miss something? Find 
articles and columns 
since 2000. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Comment on stories and 
columns, or send a letter 
to the editor. 
MULTIMEDIA 
Podcasts. audio 
slideshows and video 
add to the story. 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
are generally to be fewer than 500 
words. These are usualfy in response 
to a current issue on the University's 
campus or the Bowling Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are generally 
longer pieces between 400 and 
700 words. These are usually also in 
response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. Two submissions per 
month maximum. 
POLICIES: Letters to the Editor 
and Guest Columns are printed 
as space on the Opinion Page 
permits Additional Letters to the 
Editor or Guest Columns may be 
published online. Name, year and 
phone number should be included 
for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks, unverified information or 
anonymous submissions will not be 
printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an 
attachment to thenews@bgnews. 
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editor may change the headknes to 
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Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reded the view of The BG News 
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Car owners display vintage vehicles 
Classics on Main showcases old, new models as owners compete for awards at downtown Bowling Green 
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HE EN i j 
The final film in the 'Harry Potter' franchise 
jts Friday, marks a monumental time for fans j 
MMTLUS3 
PUS EDITOR 
I always debated which house I would be sorted into if 1 attended 
s School ofWiuhcrafl and Wizardry. 
I taking many pointless online quizzes, it only became cleat 
1 went back to reread the phenomenal best-selling "Harry 
' series at the age of 22. 
[ihe sorting hafs song in the seventh chapter of "Harry Potter and the 
s Stone" gave me the explanation 1 needed "You might belong 
j> Hufflepuff, Where they are just and loyal. Those patient Mufilepuffs 
i true, and unafraid of tofl." This verse describes me to a T. 
As I think back to the series and daydream about how Cedric 
y and I would get along so well, 1 realize not only how nerdy 1 am j 
t also how much the series has left a mark on my life. 
ll picked up the first book in sixth grade, I became completely 1 
L^omerbooktookmetoaworWlikeJ.K.rUMtoig'sdidInfact,I * 
t much of a reader before Harry cast his spell on my hfe. 
i because of this series, I often wished I could attend a school that 
t Defense Against the Dark Arts rather than algebra. 
| If you weren't diving into the world of Harry Potter back then, or you ^ 
I to take a ride on "The Golden Compass" instead 1 had no time 
r you. My lunch table often consisted of friends and I discussing 
[ (books we became obsessed with. 
For the last decade, house elves, Quidditch and Bertie Bolt's 
f Flavor Beans have taken over the world of books and movies. 
j bow the richest author the world has ever known, is untouchable, 
f'because of a daydream she had on a train ride. 
'That daydream of an orphan embarking on his first year studying 
f| witchcraft and wizardry has become a cultural phenomenon trans- 
1 intoover 60 languages. 
'■ With The film adaptation release of "Harry Potter and the 
I Hallows: Part 2," the end Is here. After the final book was relei 
I 2007, the only tiling left for fans to hold onto was the films, 
B of the biggest names in cinema and introducing Daniel 
t Grint and Emma Watson. 
| Friday night I will sft and watch as my childhood comes to 
I Harry matches his strength against the Dark Lord for the] 
•, I will match my strength with adulthood. It may be dramatic, bi 
II leave the theater that night I will leave a changed man. 
But it will be fun becoming the same sixth grader I was for 
d-a-harf hour movie 
[As Itookback, though, thave to tbankBowBngfor the 
[ up with Harry has been. Generations before me 
t to relate to. Generations after roe will have Justin 
Pott ermore.com 
Any Muggle still bummed about the end of the beloved Potter 
series coming to an end has no need to worry. Author J.K. Rowl- 
ing announced Pottermore.com, which will become available to 
everyone Oct. 1. fej^^^B I 
The site will have e-book and audiobook versions of the series' 
seven books with new background details Rowling has been "hoard- 
ing for years," including why Harry's uncle is caHed Vemon Dursley 
or what early heartbreak Professor Minerva McGonagall endured. 
The site will consist of illustrated browsers that are themed from 
scenes from the books including Hogwarts. Harry's cupboard. 
Platform 9 3/4 and Gringotts. 
One million fans will have early access on July 31. which Is Harry 
Potter's birthday. 
Movie Showtimes 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 2" 
• Cinemark Woodland Mall Cinema 5 
(noshowtimts) 
• Rave Motion Pictures Levis Commons 12 
12:01 am 12:01 a.m. 12:05 a.m 12 05 am 12:10 a.m. 12:15 am 12:30 p.m. 
3:45 p.m.7pm. 1015 p.m. 
• Rave Motion Pictures Fallen Timbers 14 
12:01 am 12:05 a.m. 12:10 a.m. 12:15 am. 930 am 12:45 pm 4 p.m. 7:15 
p.m. 10-30 pm. 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows-Part 2 3D" 
• CbomarkWoeotodMafiCkiemaS 
12:01 am 11-02 am 11 a.m. 1:55 p.m. 4:50 pm. 7:45 pm. 10:40 pm. 
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THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO THEY SAID IT 
Lunch with tunes 
In an effort to promote more pedestrian traffic hTc^ The Downtown 
Toledo Improvement District Inc B sporisoriig a free (bwntown lunch 
concert This Thursday the luncheon wi host the Mctown group Dene at 
the Wersedion of Madfeon Avenue and North St Oar Street 
Rev your engines 
Friday r^ght Auto Racing wi be this 
Fnc^r^tat5pjnattheARCA/Toledo 
Speedway This weekend's festivrbes wtl 
indude a Christmas in July prize giveaway: 
Fvnfcradolar 
Raceway Park wa host Defer 
Days where attendees can enjoy 
hot dogs,sodas. programs and 
adrrssskxi fall each on Friday 
There's no shame in 
enjoying the quiet life. 
-Daniel Raddiffe 
*■ »'* 
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT: 
NOMOREBUTTERBEERS STORK VISITS A LISTERS 
WWWABCNEWS60COM 
In an interview with 
U.K.'s GQ magazine, 
Daniel Kaddiffe said he 
gave up alcohol last sum- 
mer after realizing he was 
becoming too attached 
to it. "I became reliant on 
|alcohol| to enjoy stuff 
... there were a few years 
there when I was just so 
enamored with the idea of 
living some sort of famous 
person's lifestyle." 
Hollywood is booming with 
new babies. David Beckham's 
spokesman announced he 
and his wife Victoria gave 
birth to a daughter on Sunday. 
This is their fourth child 
and first daughter, Harper 
Seven. Kate Hudson and Matt 
Bellamy of Muse also had 
their baby, a "healthy baby 
boy," Saturday night. There is 
still no word on his name. 
WWW MOVIE COtliOKWCOM 
POTTER 
From Page 6 
teacher in high school yell- 
ing "Harry Potter is naked!" in 
the middle of class, speaking 
of Radcliffe's short Broadway 
stint in "Equus." 
Or the day before the last 
book came out. I was stuck 
with the closing shift at Arby's, 
and moments after midnight, 
hundreds of people came 
from Books-A-Million with 
their brand new books to get 
a quick bite. It was one of the 
busiest nights I have worked 
and my jealousy was in full 
bloom for their new reading 
material. 
The trials and tribulations 
of Harry Potter may be over 
but I hope Rowling will write 
more. Maybe spin-offs. A novel 
or two recounting the days of 
young Lily and lames Potter, 
Sums Black. Severus Snape 
and Remus Lupin would be 
nice. Or what about going into 
detail about the other schools 
in "1 larry Potter and the Goblet 
of Hre," Beauxbaton's and 
Durmstrang? I can't be the only 
curious one. 
Until that happens, the 
Wizarding World of Harry 
Potter has come to a close, 
unless of course you are at the 
Universal Orlando Resort. 
Gwyneth Paltrow's family-friendly cookbook offers 
great recipes with awkward commentary 
The two ingredients you 
won't find in Gwyneth 
Paltrow's cookbook "My 
Father's Daughter" are 
canned cheese and crack. 
But you will find, among 
the incessant name-drop- 
ping (Mario Batali wrote the 
forward; Paul McGartney's 
daughter, the Spielbergs and 
the Hill-McGraws appear 
on the dedication page; and 
Leonardo DiCaprio pops up 
in her factory farm lecture) 
and advertising for Vegenaise, 
a solid selection of healthy, 
family-friendly recipes. 
Gwynnie's cookbook is the 
love child of Jamie Oliver, 
Alice Waters and Mario 
Batali (all obvious and doc- 
umented inspirations). The 
recipes advocate fresh, local 
ingredients and are quite 
simple in execution. 
Her recipe for "Homemade 
Veggie Burgers" directs home 
cooks to saute onion and spice 
in olive oil for about seven 
minutes and then add beans, 
rice and herbs before combin- 
ing with a potato masher and 
form four patties. It's a pretty 
simple and quite tasty recipe. 
More importantly, it prompt- 
ed me to give the rest of the 
book a chance. 
"Ten-hour Chicken" is a fan- 
tastic, no-fuss, one-pot reci- 
pe for working folks with or 
without kids. Another keeper 
in the collection is the "Pried 
Rice with Kale and Scallions," 
a cost effective and highly 
nutritious side that can also 
serve as a fulfilling one-course 
meal. She clearly illustrates in 
her cookbook that she knows 
how to cater to picky eaters, 
busy families and meat-eaters 
and vegans alike. 
But 1 still have a love/hate 
relationship with Paltrow. I 
respect her as a foodie, a yogi, 
a sometimes good actress. 
But at the same time I don't 
respect her singing career, 
her choice in baby names and 
her decision to eat free-range 
poultry but not pastured pork 
and beef. 
I have the same love/ 
hate relationship with "My 
Pather's Daughter." 
I'm quite taken with 
Paltrow's passion for cook- 
ing which was instilled by her 
father, hence the title of the 
book and a quite compelling 
introduction. I'm excited by 
her love of greens. And she 
includes some exciting fish- 
focused recipes. 
But I am annoyed with 
some of the ridiculous quotes 
from her kids ("I don't have a 
sweet tooth. All my teeth are 
sweet"); the hoity-toity nar- 
ratives ("I grew up spending 
summers, in Williamstown, 
Massachusetts, going to ten- 
nis camp while my mother 
was rehearsing plays at 
Williamstown Theatre"); 
and the use of pantry items 
(Bomba rice and duck bacon) 
and essential tools (Vitamix 
blender and Global knives) 
that would make any home 
cook, especially novice ones, 
go broke. 
In the same interview where 
Gwynnie claims she would 
rather smoke crack than eat 
cheese from a can. she adds, 
"I drink constantly while I'm 
cooking. Wine, cither color." 
Sure, a glass of wine while 
fixing a dish from her cook- 
book will better help toler- 
ate those annoyances. But, 
quite frankly, the recipes 
in "My Father's Daughter" 
would be great with or with- 
out wine. This is a cookbook 
I would happily add to my 
collection and reach for 
time and time again. 
OWYNKTK  1'ALTROW 
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REVIEWS 
BY JONATHAN KEILHOLZ 
Bosses make our lives terrible. 
Dark comedy "Horrible Bosses" 
taps into these ridiculous and 
violent emotions To do so. 
producers hired a stellar cast. 
They casted Jason Bateman. 
Charlie Day and Jason Sudeikis. Then 
they added Kevin Spacey, Jennifer 
Aniston. Colin Ferrell and Jamie Foxx 
Most moviegoers would assume the 
producers are making a great choice. 
But this also yields a tricky enemy: 
high expectations 
That's a part o( what keeps 
"Horrible Bosses" from achieving 
its lull potential. It's impossible for 
all seven superstars to shine in a 
98-minute film. 
MOVIE 
■ Grade   |B 
WWWSIUOKJBMEFINGNtT 
The actors make the best of their 
brief screen times. Nick Hendricks 
(Bateman) is a determined financial 
adviser who endures the hostility 
of boss Dave Harken (Spacey) in 
hopes of a promotion. The hostility is 
ridiculously funny. 
Hendricks' friend Dale Arbus 
(Day) is a sexually harassed dental 
assistant to Dr. Julia Harris (Aniston) 
Aniston steams up the screen with 
the sauciest role she's ever had. This 
sexy brunette is no Rachel Green. 
When Arbus threatens to tell his 
wife. Hams reveals incriminating 
photos she snapped when Arbus 
was knocked out lor tooth work The 
images are sickeningly funny. 
After his favorite executive dies. 
Kurt Buckman (Sudeikis) must deal 
with his boss's cocaine-addicted 
replacement/son: Bobby Pellitt 
(Farrell). He tells Buckman to fire 
the overweight and handicapped 
employees in a ridiculous 
conversation. Pellitt also entertains 
prostitutes in his office while Buckman 
does all the work 
These are the best moments in 
the film. And yes. they are crazy and 
clever. But what do you notice? Every 
scene was spoiled in the theatrical 
trailer. This film loses some laughs 
thanks to its promoters. There's 
nothing worse than when a movies 
top jokes have already been heard. 
If the stars were given ample time 
to shine and teasers hadn't spoiled 
some of the fun, "Horrible Bosses" 
could've aced this review. 
THE ALBUM" 
ALBUM 
.Artist    | 
■ Grade   | C 
WWWEDGl IM6DATPIrT.COM 
BYZACHGASE 
For years, artists like Common. 
John Legend and Consequence 
have released records under Kanye 
West's label. 
Detroit rapper. Big Sean's 
"Finally Famous: The Album" is 
the first album to be released on 
GOOD. Music since becoming a 
real record label. 
Sean has a slick flow and is often 
credited for creating what is referred 
to as ffhashtagrap. which has been 
made popular by rappers like Drake 
and Nicki Minaj (for example: "It's 
going down, basement") 
While this rhyme style is rarely 
used on Sean's major label debut, he 
still packs a load of punchlines; some 
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
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To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits I to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
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SHOWTIMES 
From Page 6 
• Rave Motion Pictures Levis Commons 12 
12:01 a.m. 12:45 p.m. 4 p.m. 7:15 p.m. 10:30 p.m. 
• Rave Motion Pictures Fallen Timbers 14 
12:01 a.m. 12:01 a.m. 9 a.m. 10 a.m. 12:15 p.m. 1:15 p.m. 3:50 
p.m. 4:30 p.m. 6:45 p.m. 7:45 p.m. 10 p.m. 11 p.m. 
• Rave Motion Pictures Franklin Park 16 
12:01 a.m. 11:45 a.m. 3:15 p.m. 6:45 p.m. 10:15 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows" 
Double Feature 
0 Cinemark Woodland mall Cinema 5 
9 p.m. 
are humorous and some come off 
cheesy. 
"Finally Famous" is a pretty 
standard pop rap album in 20)1. 
The lyrical content is mostly 
about alcohol and women, and 
the rapping is focused more on 
style than substance. 
What makes this album stand out 
from most releases we've heard this 
year is its pretty solid production 
handled mostly by Chicago vet beat- 
smith. No ID. 
While beats like "I Do It." "Wait 
for Me" and 'Get It" aren't No ID. 
Exile and The Neptunes best pro- 
ductions, they still are a lot more 
interesting than other popular rap 
releases this year. 
Big Sean lyrically isn't that special, 
but he certainly isn't terrible. Sean's 
best moments on the record come 
when he has a side kick trading verses 
with him. like on the Kanye-featured 
"Marvin Gaye & Chardonnay" 
There are some pretty cringe wor- 
thy moments on the record as well, 
including the overly glossy. "Live This 
Life" and the MC Hammer sampled, 
failed attempt at a club banger. 
"Dance (AM)' 
Overall "Finally Famous" isn t 
going to blow anyone's mind It's 
a pretty average release from a 
rapper who doesn't stand out much 
from any other rapper, but there 
are definitely some tracks worth 
hearing on the record. 
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Shamrock Village Studios 
"worth every shilling" 
• starting at $425.00 
You don't have to live like this. 
Excellent 
Condition. 
Must see! 
VILLAGE 
^APARTMENTS 
* 1 +2 BR 
Apartments Available ■ 
* Semester Leases * 
• Minutes from BGSU * 
* F>et friendly community* 
* Utilities included* 
Gn>t stians! 
Locoted ot 
I I   1  opoleon Rood 4w^ 
in Bo:   lini   Green      |SJ 
!•    2. 2-2' II 
FEATURES: 
•Free wireless internet 
•Fully equipped kitchen 
•Full bath 
• Includes all utilities 
• Fully Furnished 
•Semester/Summer/ 
Year leases available 
419.354.0070 
1724LWoos1tr 
vffw.shamrockbg.com 
email: info@skamrockbg.com 
CO     til     ■GSUHom.      tCSUOWA     KSUL 
i to opt<* oag« 
C i   Or co^oi* © 
•rtft     US      MytCSU     MylM.t     Report Compute* Problem      Adlu>ld*> 
You are not connected to the Internet. 
Safari cin'f, open the paffc *http://bo,iu.edu/' became your computtr un't 
connected to tne internet. 
SV
 Don't get stu* 
offline! 
WE ALSO OFFER: 
> Free Gas (Heat, Water. Cooklngl   > 24 Hr Maintenance 
i htlp you u>4v« n«lwo*k aw.clion orobfcim 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
> free High Speed Internet 
> Free Basic Cable 
> Free Resident Shuttle 
> Air Conditioning 
> Free DVD Library 
> 3 Laundromats 
> 2 Swimming Pools 
> 1&2 Bedroom Apts 
> Free Water* Trash 
& SUMMIT TERRACE 
    »  P  A  R  I  H  F  N  I  S    
Offkt: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135 
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11 am-3pm 
^> Wednesday. July 15.2011 6 
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THE END 
The final film in the Harry Potter franchise 
debuts Friday, marks a monumental time for fans 
I've always debated which house I would be sorted into if I attended 
1
 Hbgwarts School ofWitchcraft and Wizardry. 
After taking many pointless online quizzes, it only became clear 
when 1 went back to reread the phenomenal best-selling "Harry 
Potter" series at the age of 22. 
The sorting hat's song in the seventh chapter of "Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer's Stone" gave me the explanation I needed: "You might belong 
in Hufflepuff, Where they are just and loyal, Those patient 1 lufflepuffs 
are true, and unafraid of toil." This verse describes me to a T. 
As 1 think back to the series and daydream about how Cedric 
Diggory and 1 would get along so well, I realize not only how nerdy I am 
but also how much the series has left a mark on my life. 
When I picked up the first book in sixth grade, I became completely 
lost. No other book took me to a world like J.K. Rowling's did. In fact, I 
sn't much of a reader before Harry cast his spell on my life. 
And because of this series, 1 often wished I could attend a school that 
taught Defense Against the Dark Arts rather than algebra. 
If you weren't diving into the world of I iarry Putter back then, or you 
opted to rake a ride on "The Golden Compass" instead, I had no rime 
for you. My lunch table often consisted of friends and I discussing the 
books we became obsessed with. 
For the last decade, house elves, Quidditch and Bertie Bon's Every 
Havor Beans have taken over the world of books and movies. Rowling, 
now the richest author the world has ever known, is untouchable, i 
because of a daydream she had on a train ride. 
That daydream of an orphan embarking on his first year studying 
witchcraft and wizardry has become a cultural phenomenon trans- 
lated into over 60 languages. 
With the film adaptation release of "Harry Potter and the 1 
Hallows: Part 2." the end is here. After the final book was released i 
2007, the only thing left for fans to hold onto was the films, j 
some of the biggest names in cinema and introducing Daniel 
Rupert Grint and Emma Watsoa 
Friday night I will sit and watch as my childhood comes to an end.,; j 
When Harry matches his strength against the Dark Dird for the final j 
time, I will match my strength with adulthood. It may be dramatic, but ] 
when 1 leave the theater that night. I will leave a changed man. 
But it will be fun becoming the same sixth grader I was for the twtkfl 
and-a-half hour movie. 
As I look back, though, I have to thank Rowling lor the awesome time-j 
growing up with Harry has been. Generations before me had lute J- 
SkywaDter to relate to. Generations after me will have Justin Bieber. 1^ 
i the boy who lived. I'm pretty sure I win. 
ave me with are endless. 
IRadcli 
; Harry like 
SeeWTTtRIP*. 
« 
A 
Pottermore.com 
Any Muggle still bummed about the end o( the beloved Potter 
series coming to an end has no need to worry. Author J.K. Rowl- 
ing announced Pottermore.com, which will become available to 
everyone Oct. 1. 
The site will have e-book and audiobook versions of the series' 
seven books with new background details Rowling has been "hoard- 
ing for years, including why Harry's uncle is called Vemon Dursley 
or what early heartbreak Professor Minerva McGonagall endured. 
The site will consist of illustrated browsers that are themed from 
scenes from the books including Hogwarts. Harry's cupboard. 
Platform 9 3/4 and Gringotts. 
One million fans will have eaHy access on July 51. which is Harry 
Porter's birthday. 
THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO 
Lunch with tunes 
In an effort to promote more pedestrian traffic in Totedo, The Downtown 
Toledo Improvement District Inc is sponsoring a free downtown bich 
concert This Thursday the lurtcheon will host the Motown group Dezire at 
the intersection of Madison Avenue and North St Qair Street 
Rev your engines 
Friday Night Auto Racing wil be this 
Friday night at 5 pm at the ArK^/Toledo 
Speedway. This weekend!s festivities wl 
indude a Christmas in July prize giveaway. 
Movie Showtimes 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 2" 
• Cinemark Woodland Mall Cinema 5 
(no showtimes) 
• Rave Motion Pictures Levis Commons 12 
12:01 a.m. 12:01 a.m. 1205 a.m. 12:05 a.m. 12:10 a.m. 12:15 a.m. 12:30 p.m. 
3:45 p.m. 7 p.m. 1015 p.m. 
• Rave Motion Pictures Fallen Timbers 14 
12:01 a.m. 12:05 a.m. 12.10 a.m. 12:15 a.m. 9:30 a.m. 12:45 p.m. 4 p.m. 7:15 
p.m. 10:30 p.m. 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows-Part 2 3D" 
• Cinemark Woodland Mad Cinema 5 
12:01 a.m. 12:02 am 11 a.m. 1:55 p.m. 4:50 p.m. 7:45 p.m. 10:40 p.m. 
Funforadolar 
Raceway ferk will host Dollar 
Days where attendees can enjoy 
hot dogs, sodas, programs and 
admission for $1 each on Friday. 
"There's no shame in 
enjoying the quiet life.' 
-Daniel Raddrffe 
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT: 
NOMOREBUTTERBEERS STORK VISITS AUSTERS 
WWWABCMWSGOCOM 
In an Interview with 
U.K.'s C,() magazine, 
Daniel Kadcliffc said he 
gave up alcohol iast sum- 
mer after realizing he was 
becoming loo attached 
to it. "I became reliant on 
[alcohol] to enjoy stuff 
... there were a few years 
there when I was just so 
enamored with the idea of 
living some sort of famous 
person's lifestyle." 
IE 
.^ 
• 
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JK 
I lollywood is booming with 
new babies. David Beckham's 
spokesman announced he 
and his wife Victoria gave 
birth to a daughter OD Sunday. 
This is their fourth child 
and first daughter, Harper 
Seven. Kate Hudson and Matt 
Bellamy of Muse also had 
their baby, a "healthy hahy 
boy,'' Saturday night, there is 
still no word on his name. 
WWW MOVIE COUfCTIONCOM 
POTTER 
From Page 6 
teacher in high school yell- 
ing "1 larry Bolter is naked!" in 
the middle of class, speaking 
of Kadcliffe's short Broadway 
stint in "Hquus." 
Or the day before the last 
book came out. I was stuck 
with the closing shift at Arby's, 
and moments after midnight, 
hundreds of people came 
from Books-A-Million with 
their brand new books to get 
a quick bite. It was one of Ihe 
busiest nights I have worked 
and my jealousy was in full 
bloom for their new reading 
material. 
The trials and tribulations 
of Harry Potter may be over 
but I hope Howling will write 
more. Maybe spin-oils. A novel 
or two recounting Ihe days of 
young lily and lames Potter. 
Sirius Black. Severus Snape 
and Remus lupin would be 
nice. Or what about going into 
detail about the oilier schools 
in I larry hitter and the (ioblet 
of lire," Beauxbaton's and 
1 Hirmstrang? I cant be the only 
curious one. 
Until that happens, the 
Wlzardlng World of Harry 
Potter has come to a close, 
unless of course you are at the 
Universal < (rlando Resort 
Gwyneth Paltrow's family-friendly cookbook offers 
great recipes with awkward commentary 
* 
AMANDA KGUIRE 
RZICZNEK 
The two ingredients you 
won't find in Gwyneth 
Paltrow's cookbook "My 
lather's Daughter" are 
canned cheese and crack. 
But you will find, among 
the incessant name-drop- 
ping (Mario Bat,ill wrote the 
forward; Paul McCartney's 
daughter, the Spielbergs and 
the Hill-Mcliraws appear 
on the dedication page; and 
Leonardo DiCaprio pops up 
in her factory farm lecture) 
and advertising for Vegenaise, 
a solid selection of healthy, 
family-friendly recipes. 
Gwy nnie's cookbook is the 
love child of Jamie Oliver, 
Alice Waters and Mario 
Hatali (all obvious and doc- 
umented inspirations!. The 
recipes advocate fresh, local 
ingredients and are quite 
simple in execution. 
I let recipe for "I lomemadc 
Veggie Burgers" directs home 
cooks to Saute onion and spice 
in olive oil for about seven 
minutes and then add beans, 
rice and herbs before combin- 
ing with a potato masher and 
form four patties. It's a pretty 
simple and quite tasty recipe. 
More importantly, it prompt- 
ed me to give the rest of the 
book a chance. 
Ten hour (:hicken" is a fan- 
tastic, no-fuss, one-pot reci- 
pe for working folks with or 
without kids. Another keeper 
in the collection is the Tried 
Itice with Kale and Scallu US," 
a cost effective and highly 
nutritious side that can also 
serve asa fulfilling one-course 
meal. She clearly illustrates in 
her cookbook that she knows 
how to cater to picky eaters, 
busy families and meat-eaters 
and vegans alike. 
But 1 still have a love/hate 
relationship with Paltrow. I 
respect her as a foodie, a yogi, 
a sometimes good actress. 
But at the same time I don't 
respect her singing career, 
her choice in baby names and 
her decision to eat free-range 
poultry but not pastured pork 
and beef. 
I have the same love/ 
hate relationship with "My 
I at tier's Daughter." 
I'm quite taken with 
Paltrow's passion for cook- 
ing which was Instilled by her 
father, hence the title of the 
book and a quite compelling 
introduction. I'm excited by 
her love of greens. And she 
includes some exciting fish- 
focused recipes. 
But I am annoyed with 
some of the ridiculous quotes 
from her kids ("1 don't base a 
sweet tooth. All my teeth are 
sweet"); the hoity-toity nar- 
ratives (T grew up spending 
summurs in Williamstown, 
Massachusetts, going to ten- 
nis camp while my mother 
was rehearsing plays at 
Williamstown Theatre"); 
and the use of pantry items 
(Bombs rice and duck bacon) 
and essential tools (Vilamix 
blender and Global knives) 
that would make any home 
cook, especially novice ones, 
go broke. 
In t he sa me i nterview where 
liwynnie claims she would 
rather smoke crack than eat 
cheese from a can. she adds, 
"I drink constantly while I'm 
cooking. Wine, either color." 
Sure, a glass of wine while 
fixing a dish from her cook- 
book will better help toler- 
ate those annoyances. But, 
quite frankly, the recipes 
in "My father's Daughter" 
would be great with or with- 
out wine. This is a cookbook 
1 would happily add to my 
collection and reach for 
lime and time again. 
WWW&RANrXtMIBAUIFEAND5TYl£ 
HMGOM 
MEDIA 
REVIEWS 
BY JONATHAN KEILHOLZ 
Bosses make our lives terrible. 
Dark comedy "Horrible Bosses" 
laps into these ridiculous and 
violent emotions. To do so. 
producers hired a stellar cast. 
They casted Jason Bateman. 
Charlie Day and Jason Sudeikis. Then 
they added Kevin Spacey, Jennifer 
Aniston. Colin Ferrell and Jamie Foxx. 
Most moviegoers would assume the 
producers are making a great choice. 
But this also yields a tricky enemy, 
high expectations. 
That's a part of what keeps 
"Horrible Bosses" from achieving 
its full potential Its impossible for 
all seven superstars to shine in a 
98-mmute film 
CELEBRITY FUN FACT 
David Thewlis. who plays 
lupin, is banned from entering 
China because he staired in the 
film Seven Years m Tibet. 
"HORRIBLE BOSSES" 
WWW STUWOBRIE FIN& NET 
The actors make the best of their 
brief screen times. Nick Hendncks 
(Bateman) is a determined financial 
adviser who endures the hostility 
of boss Dave Harken (Spacey) in 
hopes of a promotion The hostility is 
ridiculously funny. 
Hendricks friend Dale Arbus 
(Day) is a sexually harassed dental 
assistant to Dr Julia Harris (Aniston) 
Aniston steams up the screen with 
the sauciest role shes ever had. This 
sexy brunette is no Rachel Green 
When Arbus threatens to tell his 
wife. Harris reveals incriminating 
photos she snapped when Arbus 
was knocked out for tooth work, The 
images are sickenmgly funny 
After his favorite executive dies, 
Kurt Buckman (Sudeikis) must deal 
—-—~S 
with his boss's cocaine-addicted 
replacement/son Bobby Pellitt 
(Farrell) He tells Buckman to fire 
the overweight and handicapped 
employees in a ridiculous 
conversation Pellitt also entertains 
prostitutes in his office while Buckman 
does all the work. 
These are the best moments m 
the film. And yes. they are crazy and 
clever. But what do you notice' Every 
scene was spoiled in the theatrical 
trailer This film loses some laughs 
thanks to its promoters Theres 
nothing worse than when a movies 
top jokes have already been heard. 
If the stars were given ample time 
to shine and teasers hadn't spoiled 
some of the fun. "Horrible Bosses 
could ve aced this review 
"FINALLY FAMOUS: 
THE ALBUM" 
ALBUM 
.Artist   | BIG Si AN 
■ Grade    C 
WWW EDGE IMGDATPIfFCOM 
BYZACHGASE 
For years, artists like Common. 
John Legend and Consequence 
have released records under Kanye 
Wests label 
Detroit rapper. Big Sean's 
"Finally Famous: The Album" is 
the first album to be released on 
GOOD. Music since becoming a 
real record label 
Sean has a stick How and is often 
credited (or creating what is referred 
to as ffhashtagrap. which has been 
made popular by rappers like Drake 
and Nicki Mmaj(lorexample "Its 
going down, basement") 
While this rhyme style is rarely 
used on Sean's major label debut, be 
still packs a load of punchlines; some 
THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
4   3   8 2 
2 5   9 
3 1        7 9 
5           8 3 6   9 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
9   8   £   5   t   6   I   Z   L 
6  S   L   I  9  I V  8   E 
I   I  ►  E  8  L S  6  9 
8  L   S   »   I  9 6  £   I 
£  I   I   6  S  8 9   L   t 
t  6  9  I  L  £ 8   1  S 
S  »  6  L  I  I E  9  8 
L  £   8  9  6  S c  P   I 
I  9  I  8  £  » L   S   6 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
PRIZESUDOKU* 
SHOWTIMES 
From Page 6 
Rave Motion Pictures Levis Commons 12 
12:01 a.m. 12:45 p.m. 4 p.m. 7:15 p.m 1030 p.m. 
Rave Motion Pictures Fallen Timbers 14 
12:01 a.m. 12:01 a.m. 9 a.m. 10 a.m. 12:15 p.m. 1:15 p.m. 3:30 
p.m. 4:30 p.m. 6:45 p.m. 7:45 p.m. 10 p.m. 11 p.m. 
Rave Motion Pictures Franklin Park 16 
12:01 a.m. 11:45 a.m. 3:15 p.m. 6:45 p.m. 10:15 
"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows" 
Double Feature 
Cinemark Woodland mall Cinema 5 
9 p.m. 
are humorous and some come off 
cheesy. 
"Finally Famous  is a pretty 
standard pop rap album in 2011. 
The lyrical content is mostly 
about alcohol and women, and 
the rapping is focused more on 
style than substance 
What makes this album stand out 
from most releases weve heard this 
year is its pretty solid production 
handled mostly by Chicago vet beat- 
smith. No ID 
While beats like "I Do It." "Wait 
for Me" and "Get It" aren't No ID. 
Exile and The Neptunes best pro- 
ductions, they still are a lot more 
interesting than other popular rap 
releases this year 
Big Sean lyrically isn t that special, 
but he certainly isn: terrible Sean's 
best moments on the record come 
when he has a side kick trading verses 
with him. like on the Kanyeleatured 
"Marvin Gaye & Chardonnay." 
There are some pretty ennge wor- 
thy moments on the record as well, 
including the overly glossy. "Live This 
Life" and the MC Hammer sampled, 
failed attempt at a club banger. 
Dance (AM) " 
Overall "Finally Famous" isn't 
going to blow anyones mind. Its 
a pretty average release from a 
rapper who doesn't stand out much 
Irom any other rapper, but there 
are definitely some tracks worth 
hearing on the record. 
Shamrock Village Studios I You don't have to live like this. 
Exctllcal 
Condition. 
Musi see! 
ing at 
VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
»1+2 BR 
Apartments Available i 
• Semester Leases • 
•Minutes from BGSU • 
• Pet friendly community ■ 
i-Utilities included• 
O n >- ft Ed! IS! 
Located at 
i<\  apoleon Road 4^f 
in Bo:   lira  Green     l — l 
V -2. 2-2? II 
419.354.0070 
1724E.Woos1ei 
www.shamrocltbg.com 
email: iHfo@shamrochbg.com 
«    -        +   Mhttp//bfl»atdW 
^T    tHt     BCSUMon*      BCSUOWA      iCSUl.ttui 
'Ail*d to op»r pag* 
BCSU StAlCh      ITS     MylCMJ      Mvl. <•.      HfDOfl Co-wout«( Probl. -      AdBu.lUft 
You are not connected to the Internet. 
Safari can t open the page *http //bgtu.eflu/" because your compute' isn't. 
connected ro the Internet. 
w0*m 
offline! 
WE ALSO OFFER: 
> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance 
> Free High Speed Internet > 3 Laundromats 
> Free Basic Cable > 2 Swimming Pools 
> free Resident Shuttle > I & 2 Bedroom Apts 
> Air Conditioning > Free Water & Trash 
> Free DVD Library 
i h-lp yo., * 
r>»g"OMK»~) 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
& SUMMIT TERRACE 
APARTMENTS 
Office: 400 E.NapoleanRd -419.352.9135 
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm. Sat 11 am-3pm 
EISMIC Shi 
Teams remaining in t e Hockey Association 
earns   from—the   Western   Collee   
on—Colorado ColteRe. Denvrt'lWeoidskd-Oiiiaha,       Last year, "Kebra _ 
:a-Dululh and North DakoU-^arwellasJ^jami from    to Join the WCHA. Then in the spring, 
remaining in the Western Collegiat^Hp 
b 
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Conference shifting 
creates uncertainty 
for college hockey 
m 
BffK 
While much has been made in 
the last 12 months of potential 
realignment in college football, 
another college sport saw its 
entire landscape changed with 
conference shifts. 
College hockey has under- 
gone a major facelift, one start- 
ed by an $88 million donation. 
That donation allowed for the 
start-up of a Penn State varsity 
hockey program and started 
a chain reaction of events in 
the college hockey world that 
will dramatically impact BG's 
schedule in the near future. 
We already knew about 
the formation of the Big Ten 
hockey conference, which is 
something that makes sense. 
However, an announcement 
over the weekend has caused 
another huge shift and could 
set off a significant domino 
effect going forward. 
Miami, arguably the biggest 
rival to BG's hockey program, 
announced that it will leave 
the CCHA for a new confer- 
ence, along with five teams 
from the Western Collegiate 
r lockey Association. 
What happens next is where 
things get interesting. Notre 
Dame, which would be the 
lone "big name" team remain- 
ing in the CCHA, has already 
held discussions with Hockey 
East regarding the possibil- 
ity of joining that conference. 
Miami leaving the CCHA all 
but guarantees that the Irish 
will be playing elsewhere in 
2013 due to a lack of other "big 
name" teams. 
That would leave six teams 
jnint 
hern 
Michigan, Ferris State, Lake 
Superior and Alaska-Fairbanks. 
While six teams is the mini- 
mum a conference can have 
for the conference champion 
to automatically qualify for the 
NCAA Tournament, it would 
be difficult to fill a non-con- 
ference schedule, especially 
when it seems that the Big 
Ten and this new conference 
would likely have some sort of 
scheduling agreement. 
One possibility is that the 
remnants of the CCHA and 
WCHA will merge to form an 
11-team conference. Such a 
move would make sense from 
a geographic standpoint, as it 
would add three teams from 
Minnesota, one from Michigan 
and would give Alaska- 
Fairbanks a geographic confer- 
ence rival in Alaska-Anchorage. 
Such a move would also 
make sense for the remain- 
ing WCHA teams, since 
there are only five of them 
remaining, which would not 
be enough for an automatic 
qualifying conference. 
Another option is the remain- 
ing CCHA teams hold steady, 
while the WC3IA adds indepen- 
dent Alabama-Huntsville to the 
conference, giving it six teams. 
Huntsville could even be added 
to a merged conference to make 
it an even 12 teams. 
Whatever ends up happen- 
ing, the damage has already 
been done to smaller schools 
like BG. In addition to the pro- 
gram having to scramble to 
find a new conference to play 
in two years from now, they 
will lose the benefit of having 
big-name teams come to town. 
Gone will be in-state rivals 
Miami and Ohio State, as well as 
Michigan and Michigan State, 
with Notre Dame likely the next 
out the door. Those five series 
are easily the highest drawing 
series of the season for BG. 
What becomes of the 
remaining teams in the CCHA 
and WCHA is all speculation 
right now, but the picture 
should become clearer before 
the start of this season. 
One thing is for certain, the 
BG schedule will look drasti- 
cally different in two years. 
Tennis looks to replace school's all-time 
winningst player, Christine Chiricosta 
By Ryan Satfcowiak 
Sports Editor 
Coming off a strong 15-win 
season, the BG tennis team 
will have to deal with a rath- 
er significant loss as it pre- 
pares for 2011. 
The Falcons will have 
to replace the graduated 
Christine Chiricosta, the 
school's all-time winningest 
player and a four time All- 
Mid-American Conference 
selection. 
"I don't think you can 
replace her ... she got a lot 
of great things started for 
the team, she was a great 
leader," said Penny Dean, 
tennis coach. "She drove the 
whole team to a higher level 
... it's not replacing her, it's 
continuing what she started, 
and that's a lot of responsi- 
bility on the coaches and the 
team to do that." 
While her 89 singles and 
89 doubles wins each ranked 
first in program history, 
Dean feels that there are sev- 
eral players who are capable 
of picking up the slack, but 
she expects the whole team 
to step their game up. 
"Everyone has to pick 
their game up five percent 
or so to try and make up 
for IChiricosta's departurel," 
Dean said. "But I'm looking 
for that driving, in-charge 
person and I'm looking at 
Maddy [Eccleston] and 
Nikki [Chiricosta]." 
Nikki, Christine's young- 
er sister, led the Falcons 
with 53 total wins this sea- 
son despite being a fresh- 
man. That number is the 
third highest single-season 
total in school history. Her 
28 singles victories was the 
second highest single sea- 
son total in school history. 
"I really think that team liked to 
compete for a championship [last year] 
and that they will like to continue to do 
that going forward, so I expect a huge 
effort and sacrifice towards that goal." 
Penny Dean | BG tennis coach 
Eccleston has 86 career 
victories during her 
first two seasons at the 
school with a .662 career 
win percent. Forty-seven 
of those wins have come 
in doubles matches. 
With all of the players at 
home for the summer, Dean 
said she gave a general list of 
workouts to the players with 
an individual checklist of 
things to accomplish as well. 
"1 asked them to play in 
a couple of tournaments so 
they are able to stay match 
tough," Dean said. "1 asked 
them to play about three 
tournaments each." 
Dean feels the Falcons will 
carry over some momentum 
from their 2010-11 season, 
where their IS wins was the 
team's most since 2007. 
She was happy with the 
team's performance leading 
to the MAC Tournament. 
"If you look back at the 
MAC Tournament, that 
really was the climax of our 
season," Dean said. "We beat 
Toledo in the quarterfinals 
and then we lost to Miami in 
the semi-finals, and then the 
girls got so many awards, so 
it really was a great year." 
This season with 
the Falcons losing only 
Christine from the roster, 
Dean did not bring in any 
new recruits, saying that she 
may add one walk-on before 
the season, but as of now 
will stand on the returning 
players she has. 
And even after losing 
one of the most decorated 
players in program history, 
Dean feels her team can 
have just as good of a sea- 
son as last year. 
"I really think that team 
liked to compete for a." 
championship [last year! 
and that they will like to 
continue to do that going 
forward, so 1 expect a huge 
effort and sacrifice towards 
that goal." Dean said. 
Falcon volleyball team looks to improve   H| 
last season's 8-24 overall record 
By Nick Marlow 
Reporter 
After a fall season of growing 
pains and an unfamiliarity 
playing together, the worn- 
ens volleyball team contin- 
ues to improve. 
With seven freshmen on 
the roster, the team had 
trouble closing out games 
and creating wins as a 
id 
ness, said left side hitter 
Lindsey Butterfield. 
However, following the 
8-24 (2-14 Mid-American 
Conference) season, they 
showed significant develop- 
ment in the spring. 
The team traveled to a 
tournament at Loyola in 
April and was competi- 
tive throughout. They 
went 5-4 and were able 
to come back from a 
five-point deficit to beat 
Milwaukee 26-24. 
Head Coach Denise Van 
De Walle commented on 
the team's success after 
the tournament. 
"Everyone played some, 
we played really good com- 
petition, and found a way 
to finish sets by the end of 
the day ... we learned a lot 
today," Van De Walle said. 
"The more we play, the bet- 
"...We had a lot 
of freshman come 
in and play, just 
getting used to 
playing with each 
other was a 
big thing." 
ter we are getting." 
The team then hosted 
its annual Spring Fling 
tournament toward the 
end of April, winning six 
of eight sets. 
"The lineup has changed 
significantly. We had a lot 
of freshman come in and 
play, just getting used to 
playing with each other 
was a big thing," said setter 
Laura Avila. "There's been 
a huge improvement just 
from fall to spring." 
Players have been work- 
ing over the summer on 
strength and conditioning 
and participating in open 
gyms, according to co-cap- 
tain Emily Kauth. 
It is especially impor- 
tant for players to maintain 
their conditioning over the 
summer because they must 
immediately pass a fitness 
test when reporting for 
preseason Aug. 8. The test 
involves a mile and a half 
run, along with a series of 
sprints called the Falcon 
Gauntlet, Avila said. 
The preseason lasts two 
weeks, consisting of three- 
a-day practices adding up 
to about 6-9 hours of vol- 
leyball a day, Butterfield 
Ltyro, team 
horn- 
ing and afternoon and 
positions practice at night. 
While preseason is tough, 
Avila said it will be nice to 
play in air conditioning a 
feature the Stroll Center 
offers that Anderson lacked. 
Preseason lasts until 
theseason-openingNaval 
Academy Invitational on 
Aug. 28. The Falcons will 
take on Air Force in its 
first match. The volley- 
ball team will also com- 
pete in the first collegiate 
sporting event held at the 
Stroh Center on Sept. 9 
against Michigan State. 
The volleyball team is 
excited about the home- 
opener and the move into 
the 133,000-square foot 
venue in general. 
"I feel like I'm on ESPN 
whenever I walk into it [the 
Stroh)," Butterfield said. 
TYLERSTASIIE     1HSBGNCWS 
DENISE VAN DE WALLE. head volleyball coach, shows words of encouragement 
for her team in a match this past season 
Visit us online at 
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Conference shifting 
creates uncertainty 
for college hockey 
L; 
While much has been made in 
the last 12 months of potential 
realignment in college football, 
another college sport saw its 
entire landscape changed with 
conference shifts. 
College hockey has under- 
gone a major facelift, one start- 
ed by an $88 million donation. 
That donation allowed for the 
start-up of a Penn State varsity 
hockey program and started 
a chain reaction of events in 
the college hockey world that 
will dramatically impact BCi's 
schedule in the near future. 
We already knew about 
the formation of the Big Ten 
hockey conference, which is 
something that makes sense. 
However, an announcement 
over the weekend has caused 
another huge shift and could 
set off a significant domino 
effect going forward. 
Miami, arguably the biggest 
rival to BCi's hockey program, 
announced that it will leave 
the CCIIA for a new confer- 
ence, along with five teams 
from the Western Collegiate 
1 lockey Association. 
What happens next is where 
things get interesting. Notre 
Dame, which would be the 
lone "big name'' team remain- 
ing in the CCIIA, has already 
held discussions with Hockey 
East regarding the possibil- 
ity of joining that conference. 
Miami leaving the CCIIA all 
but guarantees that the Irish 
will be playing elsewhere in 
2013 due to a lack of other "big 
name" teams. 
That would leave six teams 
m 
hern 
Michigan. Ferris State, Lake 
Superior and Alaska-Fairbanks. 
While six teams is the mini- 
mum a conference can have 
for the conference champion 
to automatically qualify for the 
NCAA Tournament, it would 
be difficult to fill a non-con- 
ference schedule, especially 
when it seems that the Big 
Ten and this new conference 
would likely have some sort of 
scheduling agreement. 
One possibility is that the 
remnants of the CCIIA and 
WCIIA will merge to form an 
II-team conference. Such a 
move would make sense from 
a geographic standpoint, as it 
would add three teams from 
Minnesota, one from Michigan 
and would give Alaska- 
Fairbanks a geographic confer- 
ence rival in Alaska-Anchorage. 
Such a move would also 
make sense for the remain- 
ing WCIIA teams, since 
there are only five of them 
remaining, which would not 
be enough for an automatic 
qualifying conference. 
Another option is the remain- 
ing CCIIA teams hold steady, 
while the WCI IA adds indepen- 
dent Alabama-Huntsville to the 
conference, giving it six teams. 
Huntsville could even be added 
to a merged conference to make 
it an even 12 teams. 
Whatever ends up happen- 
ing the damage has already 
been done to smaller schools 
like BG. In addition to the pro- 
gram having to scramble to 
find a new conference to play 
in two years from now, they 
will lose the benefit of having 
big-name teams come to town. 
Gone will be in-state rivals 
Miami and Ohio State, as well as 
Michigan and Michigan State, 
with Notre Dame likely the next 
out the door. Those five series 
are easily the highest drawing 
series of the season for BG. 
What becomes of the 
remaining teams in the CCHA 
and WCIIA is all speculation 
right now, but the picture 
should become clearer before 
the start of this seasoa 
One thing is for certain, the 
BG schedule will look drasti- 
cally different in two years. 
Tennis looks to replace schools all-time 
winnings! player, Christine Chiricosta 
By Ryan Satkowiak 
Sports Editor 
Coming off a strong 15-win 
season, the BG tennis team 
will have to deal with a rath- 
er significant loss as it pre- 
pares for 2011. 
The Falcons will have 
to replace the graduated 
Christine Chiricosta, the 
school's all-time winningest 
player and a four time All- 
Mid-American Conference 
selection. 
"I don't think you can 
replace her ... she got a lot 
of great things started for 
the team, she was a great 
leader," said Penny Dean, 
tennis coach. "She drove the 
whole team to a higher level 
... it's not replacing her, it's 
continuing what she started, 
and that's a lot of responsi- 
bility on the coaches and the 
team to do that." 
While her 89 singles and 
89 doubles wins each ranked 
first in program history, 
Dean feels that there are sev- 
eral players who are capable 
of picking up the slack, but 
she expects the whole team 
to step their game up. 
"Everyone has to pick 
their game up five percent 
or so to try and make up 
for IChiricosta's departure]," 
Dean said. "Rut I'm looking 
for that driving, in-charge 
person and I'm looking at 
Maddy lEccleston] and 
Nikki [Chiricosta].* 
Nikki. Christine's young- 
er sister, led the Falcons 
with 53 total wins this sea- 
son despite being a fresh- 
man. That number is the 
third highest single-season 
total in school history. Her 
28 singles victories was the 
second highest single sea- 
son total in school history. 
"I really think that team liked to 
compete for a championship [last year] 
and that they will like to continue to do 
that going forward, so I expect a huge 
effort and sacrifice towards that goal." 
Penny Dean | BG tennis coach 
Eccleston has 86 career 
victories during her 
first two seasons at the 
school with a .662 career 
win percent. Forty-seven 
of those wins have come 
in doubles matches. 
With all of the players at 
home for the summer. Dean 
said she gave a general list of 
workouts to the players with 
an individual checklist of 
things to accomplish as well. 
"I asked them to play in 
a couple of tournaments so 
they are able to stay match 
tough." I Iran said. "I asked 
them to play about three 
tournaments each." 
Dean feels the Falcons will 
carry over some momentum 
from their 2010-11 season, 
where their 15 wins was the 
team's most since 2007. 
She was happy with the 
team's performance leading 
to the MAC Tournament 
II you look back at the 
MAC tournament, that 
really was the climax of our 
season. Dean said. "We beat 
Toledo in the quarterfinals 
and then welcISI to Miami in 
the semi-finals, and then the 
girls got so many awards, so 
it really was a great year." 
I his season with 
the Falcons losing only 
Christine from the roster. 
Dean did not bring in any 
new recruits, saying that she 
may add one walk-on before 
the season, but as of now 
will stand on the returning 
players she has. 
And even after losing 
one of the most decorated 
players in program history. 
Dean feels her team can 
have just as good of a sea- 
son as last year. 
I really think that team 
liked to compete for a 
championship (last year] 
and that they will like to 
continue to do that going 
forward, so I expect a huge 
effort and sacrifice towards 
that goal." Dean said. 
Falcon volleyball team looks to improve 
last season's 8-24 overall record 
.
;x:: 
ByNickMarlow 
Reporter 
After a fall season of growing 
pains and an unfamiliarity 
playing together, the woni- 
ens volleyball team contin- 
ues to improve. 
With seven freshmen on 
the roster, the team had 
trouble closing out games 
and creating wins  as a 
ness, said left side hitter 
l.indsey Butterfield. 
However, following the 
8-24 (2-14 Mid-American 
Conference) season, they 
showed significant develop- 
ment in the spring. 
The team traveled to a 
tournament at Loyola in 
April and was competi- 
tive throughout. They 
went 5-4 and were able 
to come back from a 
five-point deficit to beat 
Milwaukee 26-24. 
Head Coach Denise Van 
De Walle commented on 
the team's success after 
the tournament. 
"Everyone played some, 
we played really good com- 
petition, and found a way 
to Finish sets by the end of 
the day ... we learned a lot 
today," Van De Walle said. 
The more we play, the bet- 
"...We had a lot 
of freshman come 
in and play, just 
getting used to 
playing with each 
other was a 
big thing." 
ter we are getting." 
The team then hosted 
its annual Spring Fling 
tournament toward the 
end of April, winning six 
of eight sets. 
"The lineup has changed 
significantly. We had a lot 
of freshman come in and 
play, just getting used to 
playing with each other 
was a big thing," said setter 
Iaura Avila. "There's been 
a huge improvement just 
from fall to spring." 
Players have been work- 
ing over the summer on 
strength and conditioning 
and participating in open 
gyms, according to co-cap- 
tain Emily Kauth. 
It is especially impor- 
tant for players to maintain 
their conditioning over the 
summer because they must 
immediately pass a fitness 
test when reporting for 
preseason Aug. 8. The test 
involves a mile and a half 
run, along with a series of 
sprints called the Falcon 
i uiiini let. Avila said. 
The preseason lasts two 
weeks, consisting of three- 
a-day practices adding up 
to about 6-9 hours of vol- 
leyball a day, Butterfield 
IPJLfi !wo" "''"" 
t hew tn-the morn 
ing  and   afternoon   and 
positions practice at night. 
While preseason is tough, 
Avila said it will he nice to 
play in air conditioning, a 
feature the Stroh Center 
offers that Anderson lacked. 
Preseason lasts until 
theseason-openingNaval 
Academy Invitational on 
Aug. 28. The Falcons will 
take on Air Force in its 
first match. The volley- 
ball team will also com- 
pete in the first collegiate 
sporting event held at the 
Stroh Center on Sept. 9 
against Michigan State. 
The volleyball team is 
excited about the home- 
opener and the move into 
the 133,000-square foot 
venue in general. 
"I feel like I'm on ESPN 
whenever I walk into it [the 
Stroh)," Butterfield said. 
TYUBSUBIII 
DEMISE VAN DE WALLE. head volleyball coach, shows words of encouragement 
'or her team in a match tins past season 
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Conference shifting 
creates uncertainty 
for college hockey 
RVAHSATKOWIAK 
SCOWS fDllOR 
I 
: 
While much has been made in 
the lust 12 monthsol potential 
realignment in college football, 
another college '•pun saw iis 
entire landscape changed with 
conference shifts. 
(lollt'ne hockey has nuclei 
gone a major Facelift, one start- 
ed by an SHH million donation 
Thai donation allowed foi the 
start-up of a Perm State varsirj 
hockey program and started 
a chain reaction ol events in 
the college hockey world that 
will dramatically impact BG's 
schedule in the near future. 
We already knew about 
the formation of the Big len 
hockey conferenc e, which is 
Something that makes sense. 
U! However, an announcement 
over the weekend has caused 
another hum' shift and could 
set off a significant domino 
effect going forward. 
Miami, arguably the biggest 
rival to BG's hockey program, 
announced that ii will leave 
Ihe CCHA loi a new colder 
encc. alonj; with five teams 
from the Western Collegiate 
Hockey Association, 
What happens next is where 
things gel interesting None 
Dame,  which would  he  the 
lone "big name" team remain 
ing in the (I 'I l.\. has already 
held discussions with I locke) 
East regarding the possibil 
ity of joining that conference 
Miami leaving the ( MIA all 
bin guarantees that the Irish 
will be playing elsewhere in 
2013 due to a lack of ol her big 
name" teams. 
Thai would leave six teams 
, ».~ remaining in the CCHA: BG. 
r^S**- Northern Michigan. Western 
Michigan, Ferris State, lake 
Superior and Alaska Fairbanks. 
While six learns is the mini 
mum a conference can have 
for the conference champion 
to automatically qualify for the 
NCAA Tournament, ii would 
be difficult lo fill a non con- 
ference schedule, especially 
when ii seems that the Big 
Ten and this new conference 
would likelv have some soil of 
scheduling agreement. 
One possibility is that Ihe 
remnants of the CCHA and 
WCHA will merge lo form an 
ll-team conference, such a 
move would make sense from 
a geographic standpoint, as it 
would add three teams from 
Minnesota, one from Michigan 
and would give Alaska 
Fairbanks a geographic confer- 
ence rival in Alaska Anchorage 
Such a move would also 
make sense for the remain- 
ing WCHA learns, since 
there are only five of them 
remaining, which would not 
be enough for an automatic 
qualifying conference. 
Another option is the remain- 
ing CCHA learns hold steady, 
while ihe W( :i IA adds indepen- 
dent Alabama 1 luntsville to Ihe 
conference, giving il six loams. 
I luntsville ii mid even be added 
toarnerged conference to make 
il an even 12 teams. 
Whatever ends up happen 
ing. the damage has already 
been done to smaller schools 
like BG. In addition to Ihe pro 
gram having to .scramble to 
find a now conference to plav 
in Iwo years from now. they 
will lose the benefit of having 
big-name teams come lo (own. 
Gone will be in stale rivals 
Miami and Ohio State, as well as 
Michigan and Michigan Slate, 
with Noire Dame likely the next 
oui the door. Fnose five series 
arc easily ihe highest drawing 
series c if ihe seasc in for l«',. 
What becomes of the 
remaining teams in the (X il IA 
and WCHA is all speculation 
righl now. but the picture 
should become clearer before 
Ihe start ol this season. 
One thing is for certain, the 
BO schedule will look drasti- 
cally different in two years. 
SPORTS 
■ 
Tennis looks to replace school s all-time 
winningst player, Christine Chiricosta 
By Ryan Satkowiak 
i iiniing oil a siiong 15 win 
season, the IM , tennis lean] 
will have lodeal with a rath 
ei signifii ant loss ,is ii pre 
pares lor 21)11. 
Ihe Falcons will have 
to replace die graduated 
Christine Chiricosta, the 
school'sall-timewinningcsi 
playci and a loin lime Ml 
Mid American ( onference 
selec lion. 
I don't Hunk you can 
replai e hei .. she got a lot 
of great things started foi 
the team, she was ,i great 
leader," said Penny Dean. 
tennis coach   She drove Ihe 
whole team to ,i higher tevel 
... it's not replacing her, it's 
continuing what she started, 
and that's ,i lot ol responsi 
bility on the coaches and the 
team to do thai.'' 
While her fw singles and 
89 doubles wins eai Ii ranked 
first in program history, 
Dean feels that there are se\ 
oral players who are capable 
of picking up the slack, hut 
she expects the whole teiim 
to step theil game up. 
"Everyone  has  to pick 
I hen game up live percent 
HI  -II to trj  and  make up 
for IChiricosta's departure ." 
Dean said Hut I'm looking 
for thai driving, in charge 
person and I'm looking at 
Madcly Ice lesion and 
Nikki Khun osta 
Nikki, l busline's young 
ei sislei. led the lalcons 
with 53 total wins this MM 
son despite being a fresh- 
man. I hat numbel is the 
thud highest single season 
total in school history I lei 
28 singles victories was the 
sei nnd highest single sea 
son total in school histor) 
"I really think that team liked to 
compete for a championship [last year] 
and that they will like to continue to do 
that going forward, so I expect a huge 
effort and sacrifice towards that goal 
Penny Dean | BG t> I 
I ci lesion has 86 career 
victories during her 
lirst iwo seasons at the 
sc hool Mith a III>L' careei 
H III percent. Forty seven 
ol those wins have come 
ill doubles male lies 
With all ol the players it 
home foi the summer, Dean 
said she gave agenda I lisl ol 
workouts to the players with 
an   individual  checklist  ol 
things to accomplish as well 
I asked them to plav ill 
,i couple ol tournaments so 
they are able to stay match 
ib   it 
lllll 
I'rom thou 2011) 11 
loam's 
she was bapp)  n 
i mom 
-   back at the 
\1 V      tournament,    that 
IO i Umax ol oui 
season   Doansaid   Wohoat 
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then tl 
II 
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,ii 
I really think that leam 
liked   ' for a 
ipn in nip last jreat 
.mil thai ihe) will like to 
i ontl going 
forwa poet a huge 
■ •   .\.mis 
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Falcon volleyball team looks to improve 
last season's 8-24 overall record 
By Nick Maflow 
Aftet a fall season ul growing 
pains and an unfamiliarity 
playing together, the worn 
ens volleyball team conlin 
ues to improve. 
U ith seven freshmen on 
the  rosier,  the leam had 
trouble c losing out games 
and creating wins is a 
result Ml jnenRefienictnud 
a lark of mental tough 
ncss, said loll side hitler 
Lindsey Butterfield. 
However, following the 
B-24 .'ii Mid-American 
Conference) season the) 
showed significant develop- 
ment in the spring 
I he team traveled 10 a 
tournament at Loyola in 
April and was compeli 
live throughout. 1 hey 
went j I and were able 
to come back from a 
five-point deficit lo heal 
Milwaukee 26 24. 
Head ( o.ic Ii I lenise Van 
i ie Walle commented on 
the   team's  success  .illci 
the tournament 
I veryone played some, 
we played really good cum 
petition, and found a was 
to finish sets by the end of 
the da) we learned a lol 
today. Van De Walle said. 
" Ihe more we plav. the bet 
"... We had a lot 
of freshman come 
in and play, just 
getting used to 
playing with each 
other was a 
big thing." 
Liu** Avila | BG Setter 
tei we are getting." 
Ihe team then hosted 
its annual Spring I ling 
tournament toward the 
end ol April, winning six 
ot eight sels 
I lie lineup base hanged 
significant!) We had a lot 
of freshman come in ,uu\ 
plav. ins! gelling Used to 
playing with each other 
was a bigthing," saidsettei 
Laura Avila.    Micros been 
a huge improvement just 
from fall to spring." 
Players have1 been work 
ing over the summer on 
strength and conditioning 
and participating in open 
gvms. according to co-cap- 
lain I niilykauth. 
Ii is especially impor- 
tant lor players to maintain 
theii conditioning over the 
summer because they must 
immedialelv pass ,i fitness 
test when reporting Foi 
preseason Aug. 8, I In Ie ,1 
involves a mile and a h.ill 
inn. along with a series ol 
sprints called the Falcon 
Gauntlet, Avila said 
Ihe preseason lasts iw 
weeks, consisting ol three 
ad,iv practices adding up 
to about ii 'I hours ol vol 
leyball a day. Bui lei I lei,i 
said. Ihf^oure; two loam 
practices held In the morn 
ing and afternoon and 
positions practice al night 
While preseason is tough 
Avila said il will be nice in 
pla) m an c onditioning ■< 
feature ihe Stroh t entet 
offers that Anderson lac keel 
Preseason lasts until 
Iheseason openingNaval 
Academy ln\ itational mi 
Aug. -X I he1 1 all oils w ill 
take on All   I ore e in ils 
liist match I he voile) 
hall leam will also com 
pete in the first collegiate 
sporting event held al Ihe 
Siroh Center on Sept 'i 
againsi Michigan State 
Hie volleyball loam is 
excited about the home' 
opener and the move into 
the 133,000-square fool 
venue in general 
"I feel like I'm mi I SPN 
whenevei I walk into it die 
Stroh]," Hulteilielcl s.iid 
DEMISE VAN DE WALIE 
.-> 
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ISMIC Shit 
Teams remaining in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association 
'membership to       The six schools making this new conference win ne noia-" 
—*T ' r*' rmffmntf '"fjY to. discuss the decision. The new 
liege, Denver IWtrraska-Omaha,       Last   year.  NebrasTI ttimtt>»- leU._iJu „V^CU'JK ''    l""ll'"',ln' fonn.-ii is ~"hrcii>ffft^t^'Kh*#*^1^2q|jfo|fr 
.. i'.:ii:ih and North D.iknta-^a^well as Miami from    to join  the WCHA.   Then  In  the spring, Micrl 
Teams remaining in the Western Collegiate Hockey-Association 
im 
* "V 
Minnesota State      MicfliganTech    Alaska-Anchorage     Bemidji State      St. Cloud State -..V-   > 
-'    
y
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• 
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9 SPORTS 
Cot 
creates tint i 
for college hocb . 
£ /*££>. RYAH SATKOWIAK 
While much has been iiiiuli in 
the bisl 12 iiyiiilhs ul potential 
realignmenl in college football, 
antiihei college spori ssiw its 
entire landscape i hangi d with 
i onferem eshifts 
( nllege IKM ki v has undei 
gone a majoi facelift, nne start 
''(I by .in $88million donation 
Thai donation allowed : 
start up ni ,i Penn State 
hockey program and started 
.i (ham i.MI nun ol events in 
the college hm key world ih.il 
will dramatically impai i H(i\ 
schedule in llieneai fulure 
We already knew about 
the formation ill the Rig len 
hockey i onfereni c ivhu h is 
something that makes sense 
llowevel .in annuunccmcnl 
over the weekend has caused 
anothei hup- ~-li■ 1 ( and i mild 
set oil ,i significant domino 
effect going forward 
Miami, arguably the biggesl 
rival in l''i i- hm key pro] 
announced ih.a ii uill leave 
the ( i 1  \ loi .i new i onfei 
mi e .tli ii in with five teams 
from the Western i ullegiate 
Mm key \ssoi iation 
U hal happens next is where 
things gel interesting Notre 
Dame uhn h would i 
lone big name learn remain 
ing in the < i 11 \. has aln .nIs 
held disi lissions with I Ii 
East regarding the possihil 
ity nl joining that conference 
Miami leaving the < i I1A .ill 
Inn guarantees lhai the Irish 
will he playing elsewhi n in 
2013due in.i lai k ul uthi 
name teams 
I'hai would leave six teams 
remaining in (he 1,U1A: liCi, 
Northern Michigan. Western 
Mulligan, l-erris si.nr. Lake 
SuperiorandAlaska 1 airbanks. 
While six teams is the mini 
ilium a conference tan have 
loi the confereni e i hampion 
to automatically qualify foi the 
M \.\ tournament, n would 
he ilillu oil lo till ,i nun i on 
fcrence schedule,  especially 
when ii seems that ihi 
len ami this new i unit 
would likely have sonu «irt ol 
scheduling agreement 
one possibility is that the 
remnants ol the i ( II \ ami 
W( IIA will merge to form an 
ll-team conference Such a 
mine would make sense from 
a geographii standpoint, its ii 
would add three learns from 
Minnesota, one from Mil higan 
and     would    give    Alaska 
lairbanks a geographic confei 
ence rival in Alaska Am horage 
Such a move would also 
make sense tin the remain 
mg WCI1A teams, since 
there are unly five nl them 
remaining, whit h would not 
be enough loi an automatii 
qualifying i onfereni e 
Another option is tlie remain 
ing (XI IA learns bold steady, 
while the Wl I IA adds indepen 
dent Alabama llunisville to the 
conference, giving II six teams 
Hunlsville could even be added 
to a merged conference to make 
it an even 12 teams. 
Whatevei ends up happen 
ing. the damage has already 
been done lo •.mallei schools 
like BG. Inadditi the pro 
gram having to scramble lo 
Mud a new conference to play 
in two years from now. the) 
will lose the benefit ol having 
big-name teams come to town. 
(lone will be in state rivals 
Miami and Ohio State, as well as 
Michigan and Michigan State, 
with Noire I lame likeh the next 
out the door, rhosc five series 
are easily the highest drawing 
series of the season foi HI i 
Wh.n becomes ol the 
remaining teams in iheCCHA 
and WC11A is all speculation 
right now. but the picture 
should become dearer before 
the start ol ibis season. 
One thing is lor certain, die 
BO schedule will look diasli 
cally different in two years 
Tennis looks to replace schools all-time 
winningst player, Christine Chiricosta 
By Ryan S.itkowirtk 
i unimg oil a strong 
season, the hi, lenn 
will have lodeal will 
ei signil , • ii pre 
pairs tin :'iil I 
I he   I 
In  repla e ll 
i In istine  i h 
school s.ill lime winningesl 
playei and ;i loin ; 
Mid \mi 
i HI. 
I  don'l  ih 
irpl.ii v bei       she . 
iin- leant, -l'. 
leadei     -.nil  Pent ; 
Ii urns i ...II ll 
whole Ii 
... it's not repl i 
continuing whal she started, 
and thai 
learn in 
While hei ll') singles and 
ihles wins eat h ranked 
i pi        '     i,!l      !l|s|li|\. 
ll feels lhai 111 
i i.il players who are i apahle 
nl |iii king up Ihe si,1,1 
she expects the wholi 
■ ii iheii game up 
I veryone   has   In   pii k 
then game ii|) live pi 
in  so lo try and ma I 
i, ii  < birii osla's departure 
Dean said   Bui i m lm ■ 
loi  ih.ii driving   in i barge 
- ing ai 
Maddy .nut 
■ 
\ikki i hiistine's young 
II   sister,  led  Ihe  l-alcons 
with •'. toi.il wins ilus sea 
despite being a fresh 
man.   I bat  IllUllhei   is Ihe 
lest si 
ini.ll in si hoiil history   I lei 
.. the 
nd highest single sea 
total in si liool liistniN 
"I really think that team liked to 
compete for a champ1 > [la" 
and that they will like to - 01 tinue I 
that going forward, so ! , ict o • 
effort and sacrifice toward: rhat goal 
Penny Dea 
I 11 lesion lias Bli 
■. II tin ies (In11ii] 
hist two seasons .it Ihe 
I 
is in pen nit  l-orty 
i w in- ha\ • 
in doubles in,it, ft 
With all ul tin- pla 
home loi ihe summei 
said sin- gave a genera 
workouts to the playi 
In iilu.il i hei klist ..| 
i accomplish as well 
■  il thi'iii to play  ii: 
.i i ouple ol tuurnan 
able in st.i\ in.HI ii 
Falcon volleyball team Ic pro 
last seasons 8-24 ov 
By Nkk Mmlow 
' 
llc-s Ii 
With si 
: 
Irouhli 
and  11 
result ul iiji'Miencine.a  il 
a  lack  of  mental  touch 
I mil M 
llowevel   : 
■ 
showed 
meni in tin 
I In- lean 
ton. tiamenl 
llvi     ll 
t me   ii.u k 
five point di 
Mdw.ii. i 
I lead ' 
lie Wallc commei 
-. alti'i 
the tournament 
I veryone played some. 
we played realh g<x>d com 
petition, and 
to finish sets 
Ihe day      we leai 
loday,   Van l)e Wallc said 
I he more we play, the hi t 
"... We had a lot 
of freshman come 
in and play, just 
getting used to 
playing with each 
other was a 
big thing." 
I aura Avila | BG Setter 
I he team then hosted 
innua Spt ing I ling 
nameni   lowat 1 
nl   \|ii il   winning si\ 
I iir lineup lias ci  i 
'.r u.ui .1 loi 
ill and 
,;- used i" 
. ilh  eai h  nilii'i 
I'tti-i 
I. - been 
provemenl tost 
in fall in spi it 
Playeri  have In en work 
ing ovei  the  summei  on 
strength and i onditioning 
ami p.iitu ipating in open 
i, according lo co cap 
t.mi I iinlv k.uilh 
It   i-   espei ially   impoi 
i,mi lot players in maintain 
dilioning ovei iiu 
summei because they niiisi 
Visit us online at 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
for more updates on sports! 
immediately pass ,i luness 
list   when   n ; 
run. along wit 
sprints called  the 
i launilet. Avil 
I he preseasi 
I 
a day prai lice 
lo abou 
leyball a day   Butierlield 
said. Ii. .    an'   .MI team 
practices held in the morn 
tug   and   aftet noi 
positions prac lii e .1 
While preseason 
Avila said it will In 
play in  nndiiii 
feature  ihe  - 
uill is lhai Anderson 
Preseason 
Ihesea 11 
\.  .Illl   I 
lake mi  \ii 
liist   mat 
. ■ 
Stroh 1 
against Mil higan Slate 
.ollcyhall   11 
excited aboui the home 
openei and 
the     I I 
venue 1 
"I feel    • 
whenevi 
siinli    Biiiti  lie .1 -.ml 
y -? * sa £s 
—. 
DENISf. VAN Dt 
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From Page 4 
in the eyes of these people 
the pride they had for their 
country. The words of that 
very song represent every- 
thing they were willing to 
die for. But as the song was 
playing, I heard a group 
of teenagers playing their 
ringtones and swearing. 
It may seem slightly hypo- 
critical of me to say, given my 
talk about individual free- 
dom, but these kids should 
have stopped what they were 
doing for three minutes and 
paid respect to the people 
who fought for them. I think 
it is an inherent responsibility 
for people to at least remain 
silent during a country's 
national anthem, especially 
your own. 
I have the utmost respect 
for members of our coun- 
try's armed forces because 
they are doing something 
that I could never do. I 
could put my life on the line 
for a family member or my 
best friend, but these sol- 
diers are defending faceless 
individuals, people they 
will probably never meet. 
I would like to think of 
myself as a free spirit, given 
that I used to dress like a 
vampire on campus every 
Thursday, and I do ridicu- 
lous things for the sake of 
doing ridiculous things, and 
1 will defend my country and 
the soldiers who fight for it 
because they are the reason I 
get to be myself. 
Some people believe fear 
equals respect. Well, we don't 
necessarily have to fear our 
country, but that doesn't 
mean we shouldn't respect it. 
When you respect some- 
thing to a great extent, espe- 
cially if it is something you 
are a part of, like a sport's 
team or a band, you tend to 
be proud of it. And when you 
are proud of something and 
somebody insults it, you 
will defend it. When that 
entity has your support, it 
becomes stronger. 
Therefore, in my opinion, 
to make our country and 
our University stronger, in 
a metaphysical sense, we 
should be proud of what we 
have. That pride alone could 
be something to be proud of. 
Respond to Slephan at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
DAVOLI 
From Page 4 
of Dr. King or Reagan in sup- 
port of a particular policy. No 
statistics, studies, surveys, or 
anything are offered, just the 
name is evoked. 
What would happen if we 
were to apply similar idolatry to 
the great figures of natural sci- 
ences as we do the great figures 
of political science? 
Let's take Isaac Newton 
for example. Let us envi- 
sion a world were Newton's 
words and ideas are beheld 
as holy writ. 
Well, we would have many 
people believing the men- 
strual blood of certain kinds 
of women possessed magical 
powers. We would have insti- 
tutions determined to contin- 
ue on his work in turning vari- 
ous things into gold. There 
would also be a lot of other 
undue respect for a lot of his 
other bad ideas about how 
the world works. 
We would also have an 
impoverished view of gravity: 
people such as Albert Einstein 
would be shunned and hissed 
at for daring to question any 
aspect of his "perfect" theory. 
Thankfully, most do not 
treat Newton as they do 
a lefferson or a Madison. 
Physicists and mathemati- 
cians do not waste their time 
bickering amongst them- 
selves whether Newton would 
approve of a certain idea. 
Newton was a man of many 
bad ideas, as all men and 
women are, and even his good 
ideas were not perfect. It took 
many years and many people 
in collaboration to work out 
and improve upon even his 
greatest theories, and that work 
continues today. 
The same can be said of the 
founding fathers and other 
great national figures. 
It would then be best to 
remove them from their mar- 
ble pedestals on high and bring 
them to ground. In such a way 
we could play the part of mod- 
em day Prometheuses, bring- 
ing down their fire and their 
legitimacy for deciding on mat- 
ters of state for the empower- 
ment and betterment of us all. 
Respond to Mathew at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
You deserve a factual look at... 
Israel: A Light unto the Nations 
f hose who demonize Israel are cither 
misinformed «r malevolent 
If that proverbial man from Mar* cam* to visit and read the world's newspar«rs, especially those in the Arab and 
Muslim world, he would be convinced that Israel was the most evil nation in the world and the source of all of 
the world's strife. 
"As the prophet Isaiah presaged: Israel is 
indeed a Light unto the Nations." 
Whet ere the facts? 
A mtion lo be emulated. The reality, of course, is 
that Israel is a nation, a society, that should be 
admired and emulated by many countries in the 
world. The very fact of how the State of Israel came 
into beinj is one of the most inspiring in history 
Bom out of the ashes of the Holocaust, it has emerged 
as one of the most advanced, productive and 
prosperous countries in the world. 
The demoniaation of —^-^— 
Israel, assiduously 
cultivated by the Muslim 
world, has reached a 
crescendo        following 
Israel's 2008 defensive action in Gaza. Instead of being 
grateful to the hated Jews for having totally 
withdrawn, the Palestinian Cazans showed their 
'gratitude" by almost daily pounding Israeli towns 
with close to 10,000 rockets and bombs. After 
countless warnings, Israel ultimately decided to put 
an end to this travesty. 
When Israel finally did invade Gaia it took the most 
elaborate precautions not to hurt civilians. As a first 
in the history of warfare, Israel dropped tens of 
thousands of leaflets, warning the population and 
urging it to abandon areas in which military action 
would take place. The Israeli military made thousands 
of phone calls urging people to leave areas that would 
come under attack. But fighting in a densely 
populated environment is difficult and loss of civilian 
life is hard to avoid. Hamas fighters wear no uniforms. 
It is impossible to tell them from civilians. Is a person 
who allows a rocket launcher in his backyard a 
civilian or a fighter? And how about using schools, 
hospitals and mosques as munitions depots and staff 
centers? The hue and cry of Israel's demoniiers in 
accusing it of "disproportionate force" is totally 
absurd. The ultimate insult, comparing Israel to the 
Nazis is freely bandied about by Israel's detractors. 
Iliad l» not in "apartheid state." Another familiar 
tack of Israel's vilifiers is to call it an "apartheid state," 
on the model of former South Africa. But that is so 
In spite of Jemomi.it mn and vilification by so much of the world, Israel is indeed a Light unto the Nation!. The 
State of Israel is the foremost creation of the Jewish enterprise and Jewish intellect that has benefited every 
country in which Jews dwell, certainly our own country, the United States. Second only to the United States 
itself. Israel is the world's mod important factor in science and technology, way out of proportion to the small 
silt of its population. Israeli Jews are at the forefront of the arts, the sciences, law and medicine. They have 
brought all these sterling qualities to bear in building their own country: Israel. By necessity, they have also 
become outstanding in agriculture and, most surprisingly, in the military. What a shame that the Arabs opted 
not to participate in this progress and this prosperity and chose instead the path of revenge, of Jihad and of 
martyrdom. As the prophet Isaiah presaged: Israel Is Indeed a Light unto the Nations. 
ridiculous, so preposterous, it is hard lo believe that 
serious people an countenance it The enact opposite 
is the case. Israel is the only country in its benighted 
neighborhood in which people of all colors and 
religions prosper and have equal rights. Israel, 
expending substantial effort, rescued tens of 
thousands of black Jews from Ethiopia. And it has 
given assistance and absorbed countless Christian 
expatriates from Sudan, who escaped from being 
_^__^_^___ slaughtered by their 
Muslim countrymen. 
Israel's over one million 
Arab citizens enjoy the 
same rights and privileges 
as their Jewish fellows. They are represented in the 
Knesset, Israel's parliament, and are members of its 
bureaucracy, of its judiciary, and of its diplomatic 
service. 
All over the world, Leftists, including in the United 
Slates and, sad lo say, even in Israel itself, tirelessly 
condemn and vilify Israel. Why would they do that? 
First of course, there is good old-fashioned anti- 
Semitism. Second, many of those who hate the United 
States vent their poison on Israel, which they 
consider being America's puppet in that area of the 
world But Israel should certainly get top grades in all 
areas important to the Left. In contrast to all its 
enemies. Israel has the same democratic institutions 
as the United Slates. All religions thrive freely in 
Israel. Also, in ccntrast to all of its enemies, women 
have the same rghts as men. The Chief Justice of 
Israel's Supreme Court is a woman. One-sixth of the 
Knesset are women. Compare that to Saudi Arabia, a 
medieval theocracy, where women are not allowed to 
drive cars, where they cannot leave the country 
without permission of a male relative, and where they 
can be and often are condemned to up to 60 lashes if 
the "modesty police" deems them not to be properly 
dressed in public. Cays and lesbians arc totally 
unmolested in Israel; in the surrounding Muslim 
countries they would be subjected to the death 
penalty. 
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From Page 4 
subconsciously that grabs 
people's attention. 
This generation is 
obsessed with reality TV. 
The Casey Anthony trial is 
about as "real" as you can 
get. The fact that viewers 
don't know the truth and the 
unscripted nature is attrac- 
tive to many. Viewers can't 
wait to see what will happen 
next. What will Casey do? 
What will her lawyer say? 
America can't get enough. 
It's sickening that we are 
so   obsessed   with   Casey 
Anthony. While I hope 
Americans are learning from 
the trial, I strongly doubt 
we're picking up many les- 
sons. Maybe parents will 
keep a closer eye on their 
children, or people down 
the street can keep a look out 
for neighborhood kids. But I 
don't think Americans will 
change their lives. For them, 
it's pure entertainment. And 
that's disgusting. 
Some say they are watch- 
ing for justice. I'm not so sure. 
The attractiveness of Casey 
Anthony and the "reality 
show" element are luring in 
ratings. More often than not, 
"unjust" children deaths go 
unheard. If anything, they 
are a quick blurb in a local 
news story. That's it. 
We live in a superficial, 
ignorant country. As we spent 
three years with our faces 
glued to the screen, 24 mil- 
lion children died worldwide. 
Most people aren't doing 
a thing about it. We watch 
CNN, shake our heads in dis- 
belief, and wait for the next 
story. But we only care—of 
course—if it involves pretty 
people or an exciting plot. 
How can that be justified? 
Respond to Jonathan at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Did You Know... 
Hummingbirds 
are the only 
animals able to 
backwards 
Classified Ads 
■419-372-6977 
Th* BG News will not knowingly 
accept advertisements that dis- 
criminate, or encourage dtscrim- 
inatton against any individual ot 
group on the bash o[ race, sex, 
color, creed, religion, national 
origin, sexual orientation, dis- 
ability, slams as a veteran, or on 
the basis of any other legally pro- 
tected status 
Help Wanted For Rent 
Waitresses/bartenders needed at 
Doc's Restaurant. Apply in person 
at 18625 Mam St, Tontogany.OH. 
419-823-4081 
For Sale 
Personals 
Looking for rommates to share 
house near campus In Aug. 
Call Brad at 419-308-7763 
Why rent? Own and pay less per 
month! For Sate: Immaculate 3BR 
house. 811 2nd St, near campus. 
newer W/D & appl. $84,900. 
3BR house, 457 S. Church, in 
quiet neighborhood, basement. 
garage, move-in ready. $124,500 
419-308-2339 -Danbury Realtors 
Help Wanted 
For Rent 
' Yoko Japanese Restaurant now 
hiring servers. Flax, hrs, only 15 
mln. from BG. Apply In person at 
465 W. Oussel Dr., Maumee. OH. 
(419)893-2290 
Bartending, up to S300/flay 
No exp. needed, training courses 
avail, call 800-985-6520 x174. 
PT counter help needed, 
avg 15-20hrs per week, $8.50/hr. 
Apply at Long's Dry Cleaners, 
1204WWooster, BG 
"11-12 houses remain, apts/etfic 
146 S College, up to 5, AC. W/D. 
315 E Merry, up to 5. free internet 
1 2S3 BR aots, house next to Un. 
all next to campus. 419-353-0325. 
CartyRentals.com/some sem only 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
Free Heat & Water! 
Large Patio! Pet Friendly! 
(419)353-7715 
www.varsitysquareapts. com 
1 4 2 BR acts close to campus, 
ideal lor grad students, avail, now 
& Aug! call Gary at 419-352-5414. 
5BR. 2 bath Victorian home. 
S1400/mo* utilities 
Call 386-405-3318 lor more info. 
Avail Aug 2011, close to campus, 
3BR house, S690/mo ♦ utils. 
3BR apt, $550/mo + utils, 
1 BR apt. $3257mo ♦ utils 
Call 419-308-2458 lor more info. 
Basement apt. Near campus. 
S350/mo utilities included 
Call 419-352-5882 
BG Apts. - 818 /822 2nd St, 
2BR apts available August, 
$490-$500/mo +utlls. 12 mo lease 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
Highland Managemani 
1&2 BR apis avail, S365-600/mo. 
Call 419-354-6036 for more info! 
bghighlandmgmt.com 
Newer, cozy. 1 BR duplex w/ 
deck, close to campus, yr lease. 
5450/mc-tutils, call 419-654-5716. 
Apartments!. Houses1 Condot! 
Pet Friendly 
Great Locations all over town! 
332 S Main St, BG. 
419-352-5620 
ACROSS 
1 Its covered in silk 
5 British bakery buy 
10 Mass measure 
14 Head start? 
15 "Breaking Bad" actor _ Paul 
16 Result of getting too far behind, 
briefly 
17 Extends, with'to* 
18 Serious alarm 
19 Skip and jump lead-in 
20 Gnome held against his will? 
23 Runner on snow 
25 Drink in a yard 
26 Math ratios 
27 Meteorologist's view? 
32 Fans of 'Scary Movie" films et al. 
33 They may shrink if they aren't fed 
34 Visit 
35 Pasty 
37 Light touches 
41 Unrivaled 
42 Debonair neckwear 
1 Operation Neptune Spear 
org 
2 Curious 
3 Arcturus, for one 
4 Galileo's patron 
5 It might be Western or 
English 
6 Professional pursuit 
7 Israeli ambassador to the 
U.S. Michael 
8 First matchmaker? 
9 Prefix with morph 
10 Part of e.g. 
11 Put back up 
12 Zenith 
13 Acts gloomily 
21 Sounds from stands 
22 Grounded big birds? 
23 Booty 
24 Game with 80 balls 
28 The _of Steve": 
2000 comedy 
29 Bugs 
30 Beauty antecedent? 
31 Reims refection 
35 Tribulation 
36 •_ takers?" 
37 Eureka hrs. 
43 Team equipment manager's 
snafu? 
48 "12 Angry Men" director 
49 "No thanks. I iust _■ 
50 Stop up 
51 Stamps with nudes? 
56 Jackson 5 brother 
57 Coffeehouse order 
58 Tony relative 
61 Doesn't waste 
62 Take in, maybe 
63 Short evening? 
64 Benchmarks: Abbr. 
85 Lowty workers 
66 Some graffiti signatures (which 
were used to form this puz- 
zle's four longest answers) 
38 Dean's domain 
39 Draped attire 
40 A snifter has a short 
one 
41 Piedmont wine region 
42 Two-dimensional ana-l 
logue of volume 
43 Legal scholar 
44 Frustrated the direc- 
tor, perhaps 
45 Second flip 
46 Expedite 
47 Furry trolickers 
48 '_ go then, you and 
I": Eliot 
52 Show support 
53 Whiten 
54 Comics dog 
55 Mannerly man 
59 Short session? 
60 Word said with a fist 
pump 
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 18   STR/ 
PISHN€LLO'S 
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)UR SPECIALS! 
i our coupon menu ot 
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